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1. Executive summary 

The origin of Vestas Wind Systems A/S can be tracked all the way back, to being a blacksmiths in 

1898. It was however, not until the oil crisis of the 1970s, before Vestas as we know it today, 

started experimenting with the manufacturing of alternative energy sources. Vestas has since hen 

not looked back, and has over the past 30 years been at the frontier in the development of wind 

turbines. In recent years the entire market has though gone through a turbulent period, because of 

the aftermath from the financial crisis. Vestas has especially been hit hard, having difficulties 

achieving the same level of success as previous years, which is evident when looking at the 

development in the share price. The purpose of this thesis is therefore to shed light on, what the 

actual value is of Vestas for a potential investor, and have therefore culminated in the following 

overall problem statement: 

 

What is Vestas real value and is it in correlation with the share price of September 30th 2013?  

 

To equip a potential investor with the best possible position, there has been a brief walk though of 

Vestas history and development. Hereby giving the reader an adequate background knowledge, and 

thereby a better understanding of the following analyses.  

 

Vestas position in the market is established through an internal and external strategic analysis. The 

internal analysis focuses on Vestas as an organisation, and is analysed through the McKinsey's 7 S-

model. Having determined Vestas internal status, an external analysis is performed with the help of 

the PESTEL analysis and Porters five forces. From the analyses it is evident, that Vestas has made 

significant changes to their organisation, in order to turn around the development. Time will tell, 

whether these changes have the desired affect. There have therefore been performed three 

individual forecast, wherefrom the final valuation will be based. By taking into account three 

scenarios, the chance of misinterpretations is estimated to be reduced significantly.  

 

The weighted final valuation showed, through the DCF and EVA models, that Vestas was 

undervalued by DKK 49.12, relative to the cut of date, hereby making it an attractive share to invest 

in.  
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2. Introduction 

In recent years the awareness and impotents for green energy has had an increased focus, primarily 

due to climate changes in the world. It is therefore no surprise, that alternative energy sources have 

had an increased interest. In Denmark we have always liked to think of our self, as frontiers in 

development of sustainable energy sources. Take for example the Danish Act of 2008, which tries 

to promote renewable energy.1 The Act is intended to encourage the usage of wind energy, and 

includes regulations on: 

 

• Subsidies for wind turbines and other renewable energy plants 

• Schemes designed to promote the installation of wind turbines  

• Accessibility to harness energy from water and wind on the sea 

• Connection of and safety requirements for wind turbines 

• Regulation of electricity from offshore wind turbines offered2  

 

Wind energy is this day though still only a small supplier, as can be seen from figure 12, of the total 

energy consumption world wide; however it is a growing share. Take for example 2012, despite the 

financial crisis and political insecurity, the installation of wind turbines had its greatest year on a 

global plan, with China and the U.S. as the major consumers. 2012 was though also the year, that 

Vestas Wind Systems A/S, from here on Vestas, nearly lost the title as the number one supplier of 

wind turbines.     

 

Despite not being the clear leading supplier of wind turbines, Vestas still keeps its status as a global 

company with thousands of employees, and offices spread all over the world. Vestas was for many 

years the most recognized and respected wind turbine manufacture worldwide. This was 

particularly reflected by the fact, that the now former CEO, Ditlev Engel, appeared several years in 

a row on international news channels and in American talk shows as an expert. This however had its 

end, as the financial crisis had its entry.    

 

In the years prior to the financial crisis of 2008, it was very popular to invest in renewable energy, 

which meant, that wind turbine manufacturers shares rode a green wave, due to the great growth 

                                                 
1 https://www.retsinformation.dk/Forms/R0710.aspx?id=122961 
2 http://www.ens.dk/info/lovstof/gaeldende-love/vedvarende-energi 
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prospects and rising profit margins. As so many other industries, the financial crisis put a damper on 

the financing, which had a gigantic impact on the plans for the installation of future wind turbines. 

Vestas was hit hard, having moved from huge growth prospects to more subdued market prospects, 

see figure 1. Vestas also moved from being the darling of investors, to be one of the most criticized 

investments with losses for the investor. The share price was heavenly high in August 2008, where 

investors until then could not seem to get enough of the marvellous growth story.  

 

 
Figure 1: Vestas stock price evolution from 2007-2013 in DKK3 

 

The culmination of Vestas recession occurred in January 2012, where Vestas had to drop its Triple-

15-plan (to reach a revenue of 15 billion euro by 2015), and instead launch a comprehensive 

turnaround plan, with massive rearrangements in the organizational structure, as well as reductions 

in headcounts. This was a necessary countermeasure to the negative revenue generated in 2011.4 

The negative development had resulted in a loss of confidence in the leadership and significant 

decline in the market value of Vestas. However what value can actually be called fair, when taking 

into account the potential prospects of Vestas?  

 

                                                 
3 http://www.google.com/finance 
4 
http://investor.borsen.dk/artikel/1/219149/investor_1000_endelig_dropper_vestas_planerne.html?hl=VmVzdGFzO1Zlc
3RhcyBkcm9wcGVyO2Ryb3BwZXI7ZHJvcHBlciBWZXN0YXM, 
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Vestas has since the start of 2013 moved towards brighter days, when concluding on their stock 

prices. One could argue, that the worst is over, and that the massive improvement in market value is 

a clear sign, that the treat of bankrupt is ancient history. However in an era of uncertainty in the 

world markets, there are doubts about wind energy’s share of the future market.  

 

Vestas market share makes the company attractive to private investors or professional investors 

(funds). For these investors, the real value is a question about something more then just the current 

market value; they include potential benefits of their investment. It is primarily interesting for them 

to find out, what developments can be expected from Vestas in the future, based on Vestas current 

situation. 

2.1 Problem statement 
The financial crisis and a number of factors have eroded much of the stockholders value, because 

the otherwise favourable outlook for the worlds companies, suddenly were not as promising as 

previously thought. 

 

This thesis aim is, through a classic valuation, to ensure the private investor insight into Vestas 

strategic and financial position, and based on expectations for the future performance to assess 

whether there is a correlation between the share price and Vestas real value.  

 

What is Vestas real value and is it in correlation with the share price of September 30th 2013? 
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2.2 Outline of thesis  
Figure 2 outlines the structure of the thesis, and aims to give the reader an overview of the approach 

used to valuate Vestas Wind Systems A/S.  

 

 

Figure 2:  Structure of the thesis (Source: Own creation) 

2.3 Method 
The overall aim of the thesis is to give an insight into Vestas strategic and financial position, 

resulting in an estimat of a fair value for the company share. 

 

To begin with the there will be a short presentation of Vestas, which will include an overall view on 

their history, development throughout the years and business areas. This is to give the reader an 

adequate knowledge background of Vestas and thereby better understanding of the development in 

the financial statements.      

 

The company presentation is followed up with a strategic analysis, which aims to give an overview 

of Vestas current marked position, as well as future possible challenges and opportunities. The 

analysis is divided up into an internal and external analysis, and will thereby point out the internal 

aspects, environmental conditions and industry conditions for Vestas.  
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The internal analysis will focus on Vestas' internal environment. It will be based upon the 

McKinsey's 7 S-model, hereby identifying Vestas' internal strengths and weaknesses. The model is 

broad, but it is assed, that it will ensure, that the identification is based on a fixed structure. It will 

be based upon publicly available information, such as Vestas homepage and financial statements. It 

is only natural, that a company chooses to portray themselves as positive as possible, hereby not 

deliberately publishing harming information. The analysis can therefore at best only be at an overall 

level, since a deeper understanding would require insight knowledge of Vestas.  

 

Subsequently, the external environment will be analyzed, to identify Vestas' opportunities and 

threats. The external environment will be analyzed using the PESTEL model, to identify issues in 

the society and the world surrounding Vestas. The PESTEL model is chosen over the PEST model, 

as the environmental and legal factors are considered to have a significant impact on the wind 

turbine industry. Finally, an analysis of the industry conditions for Vestas will be discussed, using 

Porters' 5 Forces to identify the competitive factors in the industry.  

 

Upon completion of each of the three analyses, there will be a brief summary of the main factors, 

thus pointing out the areas, which may have the greatest impact on Vestas’ future development. To 

round of the strategic analysis, a SWOT analysis will summarize the findings, and hereby clarifying 

Vestas current market position. As earlier stated the internal analysis will be the basis for the 

strengths and weaknesses, whereas the external analyses will identify the future opportunities and 

threats for Vestas.      

 

The chosen models are not exhaustive in terms of strategic models, but it is assed that these models 

provide a clear picture of Vestas strategic position. 

 

The financial analysis of Vestas is based upon the financial statements from 2007-2012, i.e. a 6 year 

period. The purpose of the analysis is to shed light on the key financial value drivers, which will 

influence Vestas future earning capacity. A reformulation of the financial statements is though a 

necessity, in order to distinguish between the operating and financing activities. The reformulated 

statements will hereafter form the basis for a profitability analysis, which will illustrate the 

influential factors of ROE. The profitability analysis is based on the DuPont pyramid, which is a 
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decomposition of ROE, and aims to illustrate the historical factors for the development. Upon 

completion of the analysis, there will be a brief summary of the main factors.  

 

The forecasting will be based on the strategic and financial analyses; however a growth analysis 

will be conducted first. This is to identify the potential value drivers among Vestas different 

segments, which will in conjunction with the performed analyses, form the basis for the subsequent 

forecasting of Vestas potential profitability and growth. The forecasting will be split op into three 

scenarios, Best case/Base case/Worst case. There will for each scenario, be a walk though of the 

expected development in the key financial figures, as a consequence of the expected total market 

growth and Vestas subsequent market share. Upon completion of the forecasting, there will be a 

brief summary of the main factors and the weighted profitability for each scenario.     

 

The final valuation for each scenario is calculated on the basis of the DCF (discounted cash flow) 

model, which is based on the expectations to the future cash flow. It is furthermore controlled using 

the EVA (economic value added) model. The valuation will determine whether Vestas is over or 

undervalued in the market, relative to the cut of date. Hereafter the calculated share prices will be 

multiplied by the concluded profitability, hereby ending with one final share price. It thus provides 

an indication of, how attractive the stock is for investing in.      

 

As the valuation is based on estimates and opinions, which are subjective in conjunction with an 

uncertain future, this may have crucial implications for the key financial values drivers. Due to this 

a sensitivity analysis is performed, in order to determine, how sensitivity Vestas is to changes in the 

established expectations. It will be based upon WACC + 1% and WACC – 1%.     

 

The use of summaries in the thesis insures transparency. The final conclusion will partly be a 

summary of the thesis summaries, partly answering the research question and lastly an overall 

conclusion on the thesis.   
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2.4 Delimitation  
As previously stated the thesis sets out to determine the correct value of Vestas Wind Systems A/S, 

a precise valuation of the company will however not be possible, since it would require integrate 

knowledge of the company from within. The thesis is therefore primarily based upon publicly 

available information, such as annual reports, company announcements, Vestas home page, various 

articles, research reports, reports from professional associations’ etc. The use of public information 

is considered to be sufficient for the valuation and thus answering the problem statement, as it is the 

same information that the investors in the stock marked have at their disposal, thereby ensuring the 

same reference point.       

 

The target date of the thesis is the 30th of September 2013. Information from articles and other 

publications that has been published after this date will not be taken into account. The valuation will 

therefore be based on the closing share price of that date. This will ensure a scientifically sound 

valuation, since no data is retrieved from the ‘future’.  

 

With the boundaries of this report in mind, it has been necessary to make some limitations and 

assumptions. This is deemed as a necessary approach, in order to achieve the required depth in the 

analyses.  Some will be mentioned at the beginning of the analyses, but there will just briefly be 

outlined some of the main ones here. 

 

The thesis has a practical approach to the valuation, which means that it is assumed, that the 

analyses used are know to the reader. The theory behind the models in the thesis will therefore only 

be examined at an overall level. In the valuation it is however believed, that a general review of the 

concepts behind the methods will ensure coherence, and help generate a common understanding 

between the analyses and the input into the models for the reader.      

2.5 Literature review  
The theoretical background for this thesis is found in a variety of publications. It is therefore key to 

take a critical approach to the available material, since it is possible, that there has been a filtration 

in the publicly available information. There has thus throughout the thesis been reserved as an 

objective view on the sources as possible.  
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The strategic analysis is divided into an internal and external analysis. The internal analysis is based 

upon Vestas homepage, annual reports and company announcements. These sources are all 

published by Vestas, and thereby the argument could be raised whether the creditability is present. 

Vestas has of course an interest in presenting them self as positive as possible, it is however 

assessed that the material is to a large extent reliable; there can though be certain negative 

information which has been left out.  

 

The external analysis is solely based upon publicly available information and material, such as 

various articles, research reports, reports from professional associations’ etc, as an external analyst 

does not have access to inside information about Vestas. Internet pages are difficult to asses and 

thereby choosing as a source. There are plenty of pages on the internet with misinformation, it is 

therefore important to asses the background of the page, before using them as reference. Internet 

pages referenced in the thesis are from prominent international companies, news agency and 

respected professional associations. These are generally assed as reliable sources. Professional 

associations can though have an agenda of their own, hereby meaning, that they wish to portray 

their association as positive as possible. Articles used from news agencies are evaluated as reliable 

sources; however they often only process the topics on an overall level, and may therefore lack dept 

information.         

 

The financial analysis is solely based upon the historical data from Vestas annual reports through 

the last 6 years, 2007-2012. As stated earlier these reports are to some extent regarded sound. 

3. Presentation of Vestas A/S 

This section will provide a basic understanding of Vestas, which will also form the basis for the 

strategic analysis and valuation. The section consists of a brief history of Vestas, clarification of the 

market where the company operates, and the business conditions that apply. 

 

Vestas and the wind industry in general have gone through a rapid development over the past 25-30 

years. From being regarded as kind of a grass root movement with a green conscience, it has today 

become an environmentally friendly alternative to traditional coal or nuclear based power plants. 

Nearly all world leaders have an opinion about wind energy, and many even have ambitious plans 
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for expanding their existing capacity. The Danish wind turbine industry has experienced this 

development on first hand.  

 

In 1898 a blacksmith was established in the small town, Lem, in western Jutland. Up to the World 

War II the company produced mainly steel windows for industrial purpose. In the aftermath of the 

war a new company was formed, which was later renamed Vestas. The production was at the same 

time reorganized, and instead the company began to produce household appliances and later on 

agricultural equipment. The oil crises of the 1970s inspired Vestas to experiment with alternative 

energy sources, and in 1979 the first wind turbine was manufactured and installed. 

 

In the following years, the market for wind turbines experienced a true growth boom. However in 

1986, Vestas was forced into receivership, as the U.S. market had collapsed, as a consequence of 

the removal of favourable tax credits for the construction of wind turbines. As a consequence 

Vestas would in the near future only focus on their wind turbine production. In a major restructure 

the other product lines were sold and the Vestas as we know it today was established. 

 

Vestas has since hen grown considerably, and has over the last 30 years developed into a global 

company with offices around the world. In 1998, Vestas was introduced on the stock exchange, and 

in 2004 it merged with NEC Micon A/S. Ditlev Engel was in 2005 appointed CEO of Vestas, and 

spent the following years to more than double the number of employees. These major developments 

have all impacted the share price significantly, however none so much as the financial crisis in 

2008. Prior to the financial crisis Vestas achieved an operating profit of 4.9 billion DKK.5 

 
Figure 3:  Yearly overview of Vestas history (Source: Own creation) 

                                                 
5 http://www.vestas.com/en/about-vestas/history.aspx 
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Vestas is a global company with many stakeholders around the world. In a globalized world large 

corporations have to operate in many different markets at the same time. These different markets 

are also fare from identical, and the individual market characteristics and influences are therefore 

very different. Take figure 4, which clearly 

show that there are major differences between 

the continents and especially in 2012, there 

was a huge growth in the USA and China.6 

Whereas Europe was significantly behind in 

regards of investing in new wind turbines. 

China is though still the leading market for 

wind energy and drove, in corporation with the 

USA, a large part of the growth in 2012, which 

is clearly stated, when looking at the world 

market in total. Energy demands in these parts 

of the world are steadily increasing, and at the 

same time the governments are very ambitious 

in terms of green energy. In 2012 alone China 

and the US increased their capacity with more 

than 12.000 MW.   

Figure 4:  Yearly overview of market history (Source: GWEC) 

 

Vestas deals with many different activities. It is one of the industry's few players who focus on their 

own development, production, sales and service of the product to the customer. There is therefore a 

high degree of vertical integration in the company's strategy, and they can thus control the entire 

process from development of the components, to the customer stands with a complete wind farm.7 

Their product range is extensive, and they can offer wind turbines in virtually all categories and 

segments. The product panel ranges from V80 to V164 wind turbines. The type of wind turbine 

refers to the turbine rotor diameter, in other words V80 is equal to 80 meter rotor.8 This will 

                                                 
6 http://www.gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/The-Global-Status-of-Wind-Power-in-2012.pdf 
7 http://www.vestas.com/en/about-vestas/strategy.aspx 
8 http://www.vestas.com/en/wind-power-plants/procurement/turbine-overview.aspx#/vestas-univers 
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however be elaborated and analyzed further in the strategic analysis, as it will show there are areas 

in which their current product panel is insufficient.  

4. Strategic analysis 

In this section there will be performed a strategic analysis of Vestas, which will in connection with 

the valuation identify the strategic issues. Hereby also including the external and internal non-

financial value drivers, which can have an impact on Vestas’ future earnings potential and thus the 

final budgeting. As the wind industry is characterized as being a turbulent market, a valuation based 

solely on historical figures would be insufficient, when determining the future developments. The 

strategic analysis will therefore be as a supplement to the valuation, to give relevant qualitative 

conditions of Vestas' current and future situation. Thus paving the way for a more complete 

valuation. 

4.1 Mckinsey’s 7 S-model 
The model focuses on 7 internal areas of a company. As seen in the chart below the 7 areas are of 

equal importance, and the figure specifies at the same time, that there is a correlation between all 7 

areas. 

Shared
values

Structure

Staff

Style

SystemsStrategy

Skills

 
Figure 5 – McKinsey’s 7 S-model (own creation) 

 

Vestas will in the coming sections be put through the model, in order to analyze the internal strategy 

factors.  
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4.1.1 Strategy  
The strategy is in all companies the foundation for its operations and future opportunities. 

As earlier described, Vestas former overall goal was for several years their Triple 15-ambition. 

However in November 2011 the management finally acknowledged, that this was no longer a 

realistic goal, and instead reduced their expected turnover to 6.4 billion EUR, and a operating 

margin of 4 pct.9 The vision and mission has trough these troubled years been maintained in an 

overall statement, whereas the goal has been changed to increase revenue continuously, to achieve a 

high single-digit EBIT margin, and to generate a positive cash flow, so as to ensure self-financing 

of the growth.10 These new goals are as a result of previous disappointing results, and have 

compared to the Triple-15 ambition been revised downwards, and are not as concrete as before. 

 

Vestas has for several years looked upon its strategy as an important element for its success. Over 

the years their strategy has been modified, in order to keep up with the development. From 2005 

through the years to 2008, the strategy for Vestas was ‘The Will to Win’. However in 2009 Ditlev 

Engel implemented a new strategy ‘No. 1 in modern energy’. The new strategy was implemented 

despite Vestas successful performance of 2008.11 Though when looking at the market share, which 

had decreased to approx 23% that year, it was clear, that a change was needed.  

 

The above strategies are still a key cornerstone of Vestas strategy, but the strategy has however 

been restated, due to the changing economic and market conditions and is today called: 

 

• Vestas is committed to lowering the cost of wind energy to ensure business case certainty for 

our customers and to prove wind to be a competitive energy source.12 

 

The strategy supports, that wind is Vestas' clear focus, and that they are determined to establish 

wind energy as a competitive energy source.  

                                                 
9 
http://investor.borsen.dk/artikel/1/219149/investor_1000_endelig_dropper_vestas_planerne.html?hl=VmVzdGFzO1Zlc
3RhcyBkcm9wcGVyO2Ryb3BwZXI7ZHJvcHBlciBWZXN0YXM, 
10 Vestas Wind System A/S – Annual report 2012, s. 15-16 
11 2008 – Annual report p. 16 
12 http://vestas.com/en/about/profile#!strategy 
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A good strategy sets out a vision and mission, which together form the basis of an overall goal. 

Vestas has for several years worked out from a vision and mission, which might have changed 

slightly, however the overall purpose has maintained the same.  

 

• Vision "Bringing wind on par with oil and gas” 13 is a clear expression of their ambition of 

making wind a key energy source. 

 

The background to this vision is, that there is a growing energy consumption, while the 

conventional energy resources are being depleted. The fossil fuels threatens at the same time the 

climate, and it is therefore imperative for new thinking and innovation, in order to meet future 

energy needs. Since Vestas was established in 1979, they have been solely committed to harvesting 

the potential wind holds for our planet’s energy supply. By doing so, they address the growing 

demand for electricity supply, which is said to increase by 4.5% each year for the next 10 years. In 

addition, they address the associated climatic concern, that at the forecasted growth rate, energy 

related CO2 emissions will increase 20% by 2035.14  

 

• The mission: "Together we deliver superior cost-effective wind technologies, products and 

services” 15 expresses the organization's commitment to constantly seeking improvement and 

to consistently and structured to follow up and correct errors. 

 

The mission clearly shows that Vestas' is all about wind technology, products and services. The 

formulation is very well chosen and precise. At the same time the mission specify, that they are 

constantly working with cost efficiency. This clearly shows that Vestas is aware of the impotents of 

this aspect and maintaining it, if they are to keep a position as a superior competitor and compete 

successfully against other providers.  

4.1.2 Structure 
Since the abandoning of the Triple-15 ambition, Vestas has introduced a new organizational 

structure, which was introduced in 2012, and is scheduled to be implemented over the coming 

years. It is a radical restructuring, which support efficiency, and cut down the production facilities. 

                                                 
13 http://www.vestas.com/da/om-vestas/strategi/vision.aspx 
14 http://vestas.com/en/about/profile#!vision 
15 http://www.vestas.com/da/om-vestas/strategi/mission.aspx 
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The fixed costs such as salaries and operating costs have been significantly reduced, mainly through 

the dismissal of 4.943 employees. In 2012 this meant a reduction in costs of more than 250 million 

EUR, and this number is expected to have been increased to more than 400 million EUR by the en 

of 2013. 16 Vestas has expressed, that the restructuring is a consequence of the market conditions, 

and therefore need to change the structure of the company. Since 2006 the focus has been on 

building a global organization. This is now achieved, and the restructuring is therefore the next step 

in its development. The focus is therefore geared towards customers, exploiting economies of scale 

and the efficiency of the value chain, as can been seen from organizational chart below.   

 

 

Figure 6 – Vestas Organizational Structure17 

 

Vestas is build up by a two sided management system consisting of a Board and a Management 

Committee. The company is managed by the board, which has the overall responsibility for the 

company, whereas the management committee is responsible for the daily management of Vestas. 

The purpose of this management structure is to make the upper management and board perform to 

the best of their ability, when working on behalf of the shareholders. 

 

                                                 
16 2012 - Annual report p. 16  
17 http://www.vestas.com/en/about/profile#!organisation-structure 
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Vestas is headquartered in Aarhus, but has a large number of sales offices and factories around the 

world, for example in China/India/Spain and so forth.18 As earlier stated the focus is towards the 

customers, and it is therefore essential to be represented in their primary markets. With many 

competitors around the world, it is believed, that having offices close to the preferred customers is 

crucial, if Vestas is to compete for new customers / business, and maintain their leadership position. 

Furthermore by having moved the production from a more central European location to more local 

regional positions, that Vestas is able to ensure lower production costs, less environmental impact 

and shorter distance to the customers. Hereby shortening the delivery time, which fits perfect in line 

with their mission. Overall the structure seems to have a strong correlation with Vestas overall 

strategy and goals.      

4.1.3 Systems 
Systems deal with Vestas systems, business processes and procedures, including for example IT 

systems, measuring systems, decision support systems, risk management systems and how they 

support the strategy, goals and culture. The annual report of 2012 lists a number of measurement 

systems that helps with this. 

 

A range of systems is used in order to maintain and expand existing customer relations, as well as 

monitoring the measurement of customer satisfaction and their reputation. The CRSI (Costumer 

Relation Ship Strength Indicator) was introduced in 2011 and gives an overall rate from the 

following four parameters: Customer loyalty score / net promoter score / preferred partner score / 

reputation score. In 2011 the score was 77, and the expectations for 2012 were on that note 88, 

which is at level with the top brands, however they scored instead a respectively 73.19 There is 

therefore room to improve in the coming years.  

 

As previously stated Vestas focus on efficiency, quality and risk management for their production. 

Vestas seeks to improve the efficiency of the production through the introduction of Lean, which 

creates unified routines. From a quality aspect Vestas have high standards for their own production; 

however since they rely heavily on subcontractors, Six Sigma is as well a necessary system. Vestas 

is hereby able to uniform the approach to the production, including joint processes for 

                                                 
18 http://www.vestas.com/en/about/find_vestas#!production 
19 2012 - Annual report p. 28 
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improvements, new initiatives, facilitating the identification of synergies and the exchange of best 

practice experience between factories and subcontractors.20 

 

Being a manufacture of sustainable energy sources, Vestas also has an image to uphold. The 

environment is therefore a major concern for Vestas, in regards to the impact their production has. 

The goal is to have all used electricity in the manufacturing to come from sustainable energy 

sources, to the extent possible. As a consequence hereof Vestas has introduced the consumer brand 

WindMade. The brand is established to help the customers quickly identify products produced with 

wind energy. Vestas achieved themselves in January 2013 a 25% WindMade certificate for their 

global activities. Vestas aims to show the world, that large manufacturing companies can reduce 

their environmental impacts and pave the way for a ‘CO2-free economy’.21       

4.1.4 Style 
As earlier stated Vestas is build up around a two-tier management system, in which no person has 

dual membership, furthermore they are governed by the companies’ articles of association.22    

As for example the board in Vestas can consist of five to ten elected members and a number of 

employee representatives. The current board consists of 12 members, of whom eight were elected in 

through the General Assembly, and four were elected by and from the employees.23 Being a 

publicly listed company Vestas has decided, that the board is only able to trade Vestas shares for a 

period of four weeks after the publication of the annual report, interim reports and other financial 

statements. Regardless of when the "trading window" is open, Vestas has hereby tried to remove 

any doubt to the board in regards to conflicts of interest.  

 

In 2011, Vestas' management objective was to create a space for independent initiative and desire 

for broad cooperation through transparency and respect, which was to be done through an informal 

tone.24 Vestas thus encourage the leadership style to be informal and more coaching, which was 

evident during 2012. 2012 was for Vestas characterized by record high activity, it was therefore a 

great achievement to cut 22 % of the total workforce without significant problems.25    

                                                 
20 2012 - Annual report p. 27 
21 2012 - Annual report p. 28 
22 http://www.vestas.com/investor/corporate_governance#!investor_corporategovernance_managementstructure 
23 2012 - Annual report p. 43 
24 2011 - Annual report p. 21 
25 2012 - Annual report p. 29 
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As can be seen from figure 6, Vestas is divided into a hierarchical order. This means in practice that 

the executive management delegates functions to the middle management and so on down through 

the organization. This setup is set to improve performance management, which must be made 

through a clear division of responsibilities.  

 

The management style of Vestas overall vision will be to involve and motivate the employees, as 

much as possible, why the management style in Vestas is set to promote motivation and 

productivity among employees. 

4.1.5 Staff 
By the end of 2013 Vestas had an aspiration to reduce their fixed cost with more than EUR 400M 

compared to 2011. This reduction will however primary be found in the number of employees. 

More specific they have planned to reduce the number of employee headcounts from 22.721 in 

2011 to no more than 16.000 by the end of 2013. These reductions were to be carried out overall of 

Vestas four employee categories: Manufacturing & Global Sourcing / Sales / Technology & Service 

Solutions and Other. As can be seen in the annual report of 2012, they had successfully reduced the 

number of employees by almost 5.000.  

 

Table 1 – Employee spread of Vestas (31st of December 2012)26 

 

The annual report of 2013 is not yet published; however as of September 2013 Vestas had 

succeeded in reducing their employee count even further to around 17.237, which is a significant 

achievement.27 However a drastic reduction as such over a period of less then 2 years can only 

naturally raise questions, if Vestas would in the end loss significant knowledge and experience.     

 

                                                 
26 2012 - Annual report p. 29 
27 Company announcement No. 47 – Interim financial report – third quarter 2013 p.3 
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As in any company major reductions and the prospect of further will always have an impact on ones 

employees’ motivation and efficiency. Vestas however strives to, that the restructuring and 

dismissals are carried out as responsibly as possible. For example they are offering professional 

council in regards to finding new employment, individual skills assessment and job search 

assistance. 

 

However having a more critical approach, it is only natural, that Vestas are trying to minimize the 

damage and furthermore brand themselves in the media as a positive image, to attract and not deter 

new competent employees. Each year Vestas carries out an employee satisfaction survey with great 

success, 94% response rate in 2011. The index is a measurement for the overall satisfaction and 

motivation for the employees. In 2009 it was at 68, in 2010 at 67 and then again in 2011 it was at 

68, this despite the announcement in 2011 of the coming reductions in number of employees.28 It is 

however curious, that Vestas decided not to publish the results of the study in 2012, which may 

indicate, that the picture that Vestas has tried to paint in the media, is not correct. It can of course 

also be, that there just has not been carried out a survey. 

4.1.6 Skills  
Having been the market leader for several years and a life time of more than 30 years, it must be 

assumed, that Vestas has built up the necessary resources and know-how to maintain the daily 

operation of the company.  

 

In order to survive and prevail as number one in an industry as supply of wind turbines, it is without 

doubt essential to have the ground pillars in order, as fare of the material, human and financial 

resources. However being a ‘single product’ company compared to their competitors, innovation 

has to be a key skill of Vestas. Innovation is especially important in an industry, which is constantly 

seeking improvements to the product. An innovation can be unique one year and the next be a 

necessary and expected resource for all competitors. Vestas can therefore not afford to fall behind 

on the technological development, unlike some of its competitors, who are part of a larger 

conglomerate. 

 

                                                 
28 2011 – Annual report p. 23 
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For most products in the world, what matters for the end customer is for it to be reliable in terms of 

reliability and quality, as well as giving the most ‘value’. At first glance this could be said about the 

wind turbine industry, it creates value for customers by giving a reliable and renewable energy 

source. Though the wind turbine industry can not be looked at solely, because in the end what they 

produce is energy. The customers demands for wind turbines is rooted in their need for energy, but 

energy can also be obtained by other means, and it is therefore important that there are significant 

differences in the cost of energy from wind turbines to other energy sources. An investment in a 

wind turbine is a long term investment; with regards to preserving the environment and continues 

flow of energy. The price difference to other energy sources or the uncertainty of the investment 

can therefore not be too large; otherwise the investment in wind turbines may be opted out.  

 

Vestas believes that the need for investment in new products is not necessary the right way for 

them. Take for example the new product strategy, which was launched in 2012. The strategy 

priorities ongoing development of existing thoroughly tested products, instead of the more costly 

development of new platforms.29 Whatever the future might bring for the wind turbine industry, 

Vestas has with its large product catalogue and new product strategy a relative strong position in 

regards to its competitors.            

4.1.7 Shared values   
Vestas has with its overall strategy set a common objective for the company. Whereas the overall 

approach, coupled with the many standard routines and systems forms the foundation for the 

common values in Vestas. Vestas have not written down an official set of values, yet there are some 

rather prominent values, of which Vestas are based upon. The overall fundamental value is 

willpower, of where Vestas has created a sculpture called ‘The Willpower’. The sculpture is placed 

all over Vestas locations, in order to unify the employees around a common symbol. The sculpture 

is to symbolize the willpower and passion possessed by the employees.30   

 

From an overall perspective the organization in Vestas is created on the shared values, of which 

they work from. A common set of values helps to ensure, that all work in the same direction to 

strengthen the overall organization. ‘The Willpower’ is to help establish a winning mentality and 

the belief, that one can do anything.  

                                                 
29 2012 – Annual report p. 16 
30 http://www.vestas.com/about/profile#  
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Though having gone through such a radical restructuring in the organization over the last two years, 

the management in Vestas must ask themselves, if they along the way to reduced employee cost, 

have not lost some of the unified work force, that they had prior to 2011. A restructuring is not 

without loss, and Vestas therefore has a responsibility in order to unify the work force again on a 

common goal, and thereby minimizing their fear of unemployment.        

4.1.8 Summary of McKinsey’s 7 S-model   
An internal walk through of Vestas, leaves the analyst with the impression, that Vestas has many 

strengths, however there are areas, which needs to be looked after in order for them not to fall apart. 

Overall there are good correlations between the different elements. Vestas has through the years 

been good at adapting their strategy to the changing market conditions, which gives a common 

effect throughout the entire organization. Having a forward-looking strategy, in conjunction with 

the mission and vision, gives Vestas an opportunity to constantly correct their organization, in order 

to improve their efficiency.  

 

Vestas has gone though a necessary restructuring over the last two years, which has not been 

without sacrifices in terms of the number of employees. However it has been a necessary step in 

order to exploit the economy of scale, which in terms is beneficial for their customers. They have 

also implemented a new product strategy. Instead of focusing on innovating new mills, they now 

focus on improving already tested and reliable mills. This is a less costly approach, and may be the 

image, that will secure Vestas a spot on the top of the industry, since reliability is a key ingredient 

for the purchase of a wind turbine.   

 

Being a multinational company, Vestas has worked around the typical fall groups by relying on 

Lean and Six Sigma, in order to have unified routines throughout their organization and suppliers. 

Also by delegating functions throughout the organization, Vestas is able to unify the company. 

However having decreased the number of employees so drastically, has not been without damage. 

Essential knowledge might be lost, and furthermore by not revealing the employee satisfaction 

survey for 2012, gives food for thought, that though Vestas is on an upward moving line, that all 

might not be as well internally. If the employees have lost their motivation, because they fear they 

might be the next one to be cut from the work force. Then Vestas thereby have a hurdle, which they 

need to address if the ‘The Willpower’, is to be restored in the company’s ground pillars.             
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4.2 Analyzing the environment (PESTEL)  
When analyzing the environment surrounding Vestas, it is an advantage to divide the individual 

factors into categories. One tool could for example be the PEST analysis, which offers these 

features. The analysis divides the factors into four broad categories: political, economic, social and 

technological. However in order to fully get a clear insight in the wind turbine market, there will be 

used the PESTEL analysis instead. This model is an extended version of PEST, which also looks at 

the environment and legislation. It is believed in order to get a complete insight, it is key to also 

look at these extended categories, since renewable energy is significantly influenced by 

environmental factors. Legislation is closely linked with the political trends, where the wind turbine 

market is sensitive to regulatory interventions and changes from here.  

 

The 
Organization

Political
Factors

Technological
factors

Social
factors

Economic
factors

Legislative
Factors

Environmental
factors

 
Figure 7 – PESTEL (own creation) 

 

An analysis of the environment can consist of an infinity of factors. It is therefore important to point 

out, that the PESTEL analysis is only a selection of the main points. The analysis is therefore not 

seen upon as being a depleted analysis, but rather a few of the factors which is considered to have 

the greatest impact on the future.         

4.2.1 Political factors 
In Denmark as well as internationally, there has in recent years been a growing focus on reducing 

the use of fossil fuels, in order to reduce the global CO2 emissions. It has therefore on various 

political initiatives been decided to support renewable energy hereby wind energy. Simply put when 

the wind turbines supply one kilowatt-hour for the electricity grid, it is possible to reduce the 
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production from coal and natural gas-fired power plants. This in turn saves the environment from 

CO2 emissions. Wind turbine companies are therefore very dependent on political initiatives and 

regulations, which promote the development and expansion of wind turbine farms.  

 

Vestas market opportunities are heavily depended on the energy dominant countries regulations. If 

the market for all energy sources is considered together, i.e. all sources are in competition with each 

other. Then wind energy may be perceived as a relatively new source of energy, when compared to 

fossil fuels. The introductory phase of any new products in an existing market can be in desperate 

need of political support, in order to break the entry barriers. One could however say that wind 

energy has over the last years, gone through a radical development to become much more efficient, 

so that the political interference is not as needed as earlier. However the political focus on green 

development is a significant parameter for the wind turbine industry and Vestas, because as with 

any new technology it can take years, before there is a return, which exceeds the research and 

development costs. As can be seen from the figure 8, renewable energy sources had grown with 

733% in 2012 compared to 1990 levels, whereas energy from fossil fuels had risen 51%.31 These 

numbers on their own gives an impression, that political assistance is no longer a necessity for 

renewable energy sources, however the size of the circles indicate the total amount of energy, which 

we consume world wide. Renewable energy is on that aspect still a long way from being over the 

hurdle, and seen upon as the natural pick for an energy supply.  

 
Figure 8 – Energy suppliers’ growth and share of total consumption32 

 

                                                 
31 http://www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2013/11/2012s-carbon-emissions-in-five-graphs/ 
32 http://www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2013/11/2012s-carbon-emissions-in-five-graphs/ 
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Wind energy is an area, which is characterized by a huge political interference and has so far 

created very favourable conditions for the industry. When looking over the past 20 years, it is clear 

that the political focus on the climate changes has been increasing rapidly. The first major climate 

change conference in the world was the UN conference in Rio de Janeiro in 1992. On the 

conference the FN-convention UNFCCC was presented, and already two years later in 1994 the 

convention was endorsed by 154 countries. Today this number has risen to 194 countries.33 

Furthermore it was also agreed to hold an annual climate conference, the so-called COP meeting.34 

This can be said to be the first real political step against the rising CO2 emissions. In 1997, at the 

UN climate conference in Kyoto, COP 6, it was decided that instead of simply continuing to keep 

the CO2 emissions stable, that they now had to be reduced. To start with 37, today this number is 

192, industrialized countries committed to reduce their CO2 emissions by an average of 5% 

compared to 1990 levels. The Kyoto Protocol had seen the light, and came into force in 2005.35  

 

These global energy agreements ensure broad political support for renewable energy. However it is 

not all countries, which are equally successful in reducing their emissions. In 2012 developing 

countries (as such China/India) represented 59% of the CO2 emissions. Developed countries were 

more successful in cutting back on their emissions; take for example the US who reduced their 

emissions by 200 million tones compared to 2011 levels.36 There is still plenty of room for 

improvement, and these conventions are therefore essential, if renewable energy sources are to keep 

their growth.  

 

The US is as they say the land of opportunities, which also applies for wind energy. Taking the size 

of the country, as well as their high consumption of electricity into account, then the US represent a 

perfect candidate, for constructing wind turbines. The US Department of Energy has also in a 

rapport from 2008, estimated that wind power could account for 20% of the electricity consumption 

for the US by 2030. An achievement of this size would require a firm commitment, which so fare 

                                                 
33 http://unfccc.int/essential_background/basic_facts_figures/items/6246.php 
34 http://www.un.org/geninfo/bp/enviro.html 
35 http://unfccc.int/kyoto_protocol/items/2830.php 
36 http://www.carbonbrief.org/blog/2013/11/2012s-carbon-emissions-in-five-graphs/ 
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has not been possible.37 Without concrete national targets for renewable energy sources in the US, 

any real impact for the renewable energy suppliers seems difficult. 

 

China is the world’s largest energy consumer, and thereby has the highest CO2 emissions. China 

has however chosen to focus on a major expansion of their renewable energy sources. The overall 

objective is that the share of renewable energy should grow from 8.6% of China's total energy 

consumption in 2010 to 15% by 2020. China would thereby be the largest wind turbine market. 

Furthermore by intensifying their climate politic as so with these ambitious initiatives, they are able 

to improve their CO2 intensity by 57% from 2005 to 2020.38        

4.2.2 Economic factors 
The financial crisis of 2008 has still this day its effects. A consequence of the crisis was the debt 

crisis in the Euro zone of 2009, which had a major negative impact on the wind industry. Although 

the climate, environment, green renewable energy and the security of supply are still important 

items on the world wide political agenda, it has been overshadowed by the focus on the economic 

crisis these recent years. The crisis has had an especially hard impact on the markets in the US and 

Europe, which has resulted in an almost non-existent market. On a global scale the investment in 

renewable energy was on average 36% in the years 2004-2008, whereas in 2008-2009 it dropped 

dramatically to 1%. The years to come have seen a rise in investments, however not in the same size 

as prior to the financial crisis.      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 9 – Total global investment in green energy 2004-201139 
 

                                                 
37 
http://www.windpower.org/da/aktuelt/aktuelt_i_vindmoelleindustrien/news_2009/cop15_vindkraft_kan_daekke_20_pct
_af_elforbruget_i_usa_i_2030.html 
38 http://www.ens.dk/sites/ens.dk/files/politik/vedvarende-energisamarbejde-
kina/faktaark/Nyefaktaark/journalistmappe_samlet.pdf 
39 http://gwec.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/Annual_report_2011_lowres.pdf 
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The wind turbine industry is affected by the crisis for a longer time then the rest of the global 

economy. This is because wind turbine projects are planned over a longer time horizon, and an 

investment in such is a costly affair, which have potential investors uncertain, if the worst of the 

financial crisis is over. As a consequence of the financial crisis entry in 2008, the liquidity in the 

financial markets was removed almost over night, and thereby raising the security needed to obtain 

new loans for projects. Vestas has since this development gone through a massive restructuring, in 

order to cut costs as much as possible, which is partly due to the financial crisis. This was a 

necessary step for a company as Vestas, if they were to survive in a market where the requirements 

for borrowing money remains as high.  

 

The debt crisis has forced the politicians in Europe and the US to downgrade their investment in 

wind energy, despite the attention that the environment needs, because of the economic situation in 

each country. The deficits in the countries budgets have particularly affected their economic support 

for renewable energy, which is an important aspect for wind energy, if they are to compete on an 

equal footing with fossil fuels. China on the other site has not been affected by the crisis as much, 

and has thereby been able to invest in renewable energy on a much larger scale then the rest of the 

world.  

 

In the manufacturing of a wind turbine there is required a wide range of raw materials, especially 

large quantities of steel, glass fibre and iron. As can been seen in figure 8 the demand for renewable 

energy sources are increasing rapidly compared to previous years, which in turn drives the prices 

for the raw materials up. As in any industry the demand for a product sets the price, it is therefore 

only natural to conclude, that in the coming years manufactures will have increased manufacturing 

costs.   

 

As earlier stated renewable energy sources may be a necessary step to preserve the environment, 

however what they produce is electricity, and as long as there is money to be saved, then fossil 

based energy will have a major part in the energy market. The price for alternative energy sources, 

such as coal/oil/gas, has an indirect effect on the interest in renewable energy sources. Where the 

prices to increase then the consumer would automatically be drawn to thinking in alternatives. 

There will of course be companies and countries who invest in wind turbines despite the potential 

reduced costs from fossil based energy. They are more focused on the environment or the image, 
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which they wish to be associated with. It is therefore essential, that innovation continues to be a 

large part for the wind turbine manufactures, so that the costs for the end user is as low as possible.  

4.2.3 Social factors 
When looking at the social factors in the world that can influence the renewable energy market. It is 

evident, that one of the key factors is that we in general live longer and the population number 

therefore increases year after year. As can be seen in figure 10 the future prospect is, that we by 

2050 will be around 9.1 billion people compared to 7 billion today.  

 

 
Figure 10 – World population growth 1950-205040 

 

At the same time the living standard in the world is improving day by day, which in turns creates an 

increased energy demand. The traditional energy sources are not endless, and are rapidly being 

depleted, it is therefore a necessity, that new energy sources are developed, which in turn strengthen 

the renewable energy sources.   

 

Recent trends have made environmental awareness and general scepticism about climate changes a 

concern among many consumers. You could say, that it has become a sort of fashion to be 

environmentally conscious. This in turn has many consumers reflecting daily, on what is best for 

the environment, when for example buying groceries. Vestas has as earlier described, introduced the 

WindMade certificate, in order to utilize this growing trend as much as possible.  

 

This growing trend or awareness in the general society has also resulted in it being possible for the 

common citizen in Denmark to choose, which electricity supplier they wish to utilize. This 
                                                 
40 http://development.thinkaboutit.eu/think3/post/population_series_1_the_world_is_changing/ 
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liberalization of the electricity market has made it possible for everyone to choose an informed 

choice, and thereby make their contribution to the conservation of the environment.41     

  

This trend is however not only influencing the common citizen, companies have for years been 

focused on the environment. Whereas it might previously have been towards manufacturing as 

environmentally friendly products as possible, the trend has made consumers look upon the way the 

products are manufactured. This in turn forces the manufactures to be energy efficient in terms of 

its own CO2 emissions. An environmental agenda or value is for many companies now a key factor 

in their daily routines.       

 

There are however those, who are affected in a negative way by this new trend. It is concluded, that 

most people can agree upon the necessity for renewable energy sources; however when the question 

comes to where to setup for example the wind turbine parks, few are suggesting their backyard. The 

locations of the wind turbines are experiencing resistance in the form of their appearance and noise. 

The height of the wind turbines means, that they are often visible from afar. Wind turbines thus 

have a significant impact on the surrounding countryside. The sound from a wind turbine has been 

reduced substantially throughout the years in line with the development, but it can still be heard in 

neighbouring properties.42 These inconveniences have resulted in additional costs for the 

construction of wind turbines, since the affected neighbours have to be compensated for their 

troubles.  

4.2.4 Technological factors 
When talking about renewable energy sources, there are many alternatives to wind turbines, such as 

solar energy and hydro. The technological development is therefore essential for the future survival 

of the wind turbine market. Wind turbines are in a fierce combat with these other alternative energy 

sources, and a constant commitment to the innovation of the wind turbines is crucial. 

 

When setting up a wind turbine park in terms of cost, there is a significant difference between 

choosing onshore opposed to offshore. Offshore wind turbines offer a way, in which to exploit the 

strong winds to the maximum, by using larger wind turbines versus the possibilities onshore. The 

inconveniences earlier described by having wind turbines onshore, are not an issue offshore. They 

                                                 
41 http://www.lokalenergi.dk/da/privat/faq-fastel-kampagne/ 
42 http://www.mst.dk/Virksomhed_og_myndighed/Stoej/Vindmoeller/Stoj_fra_vindmoller/ 
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are able to generate more electricity, without regards to the noise and the sight of the wind turbines. 

The compensation costs are thereby not an issue, when choosing offshore. However an offshore 

wind turbine is though a relatively new technology, and still suffers from significant challenges 

with setting up costs. The wind turbines are installed on deep water, in order to be stable, which 

results in challenges with the seabed and weather, which brings the cost up. There is therefore still a 

need for a continued research into lowering the installations costs, were the biggest challenge lies in 

terms of the way to secure the wind turbine in the harsh conditions at sea.  

 

Siemens has so fare had great success on the offshore market unlike Vestas. They have recently 

made an agreement with Dong concerning the setup of large offshore wind turbine parks. This was 

to great inconvenience for Vestas, who were not able to participate in the tender. As they do not 

have the necessary wind turbine capacity, in their product catalogue, to utilize the maximum of the 

conditions offshore.43 Vestas has though, in order to minimize the installations costs for offshore 

wind turbines, looked into floating wind turbines. This new technology is being tested vigorously 

around the world, and may be the answer to high installations costs and uncertainties.44 The 

industry is in a continues development, and it is therefore without doubt. That in order to keep ones 

competitiveness, it is important to keep innovating ones products to the rising demands.      

 

The infrastructure is of key importance to any manufacture. There will be places in the world were 

the manufactures could save costs, when placing their production facilities. The transportation of 

the parts to a wind turbine is not without its inconveniences. The wind turbines are difficult to 

transport on trucks for example through roundabouts as well as shipping. Furthermore there is a 

high CO2 emission combined with these sorts of transportation, as well as great inconvenience to 

the general traffic on the highways. Transport by trains looks therefore to be the future standard, 

since it is both time and cost minimizing. It also reduces the CO2 emissions. 

 

A recurring issue with renewable energy sources is how to store the excess energy, since currently 

the produced energy has to be used immediately when produced. The basic dynamics behind a wind 

turbine is simple; it is dependent on the weather to generate current, and the higher the wind force 

                                                 
43 
http://borsen.dk/nyheder/virksomheder/artikel/1/270650/dong_vaelger_siemens_til_gigantisk_havmoellepark.html/?ut
m_source=relatedright 
44 http://borsen.dk/nyheder/investor/artikel/1/165705/vestas_forsker_i_flydende_vindmoeller.html 
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the more current it produces. For wind turbines to be a truly substitute to fossil based energies, it is 

crucial that a method of storing the excess power is developed so that an even amount of current can 

be distributed. There seems to be many solutions in the pipeline, however a sustainable one has yet 

to the see the light of day, and so the research into new solutions continues relentless. It is evident, 

that there in this area will be major progress in the years to come. Two Canadian scientists are 

though currently arguing, that they have discovered a rather cheap solution to the storage problem. 

They would use rust as a catalyst for capturing energy by the electrolysis in water.45 Time will tell 

whether this turns out to be the solution. What ever the conclusion it is clear, that if wind turbines 

are to break though as the natural choice as an energy source, the storage issue needs to be resulted.     

4.2.5 Environmental factors 
The boost that renewable energy sources have gotten in recent years, in both funds and focus, is as a 

direct affect from the state of the environment. We are with hasty step depleting our natural 

resources, however recent discussions have argued, that the shortage of raw materials is not the 

pressing issue, but rather towards insufficient ‘sinks’, to absorb wastes from industrial pollution. 

Currently they ‘overflow’ and as a consequence the environmental is harmed.46  

 

As described under political factors there are several initiatives agreed upon at the COP meetings, in 

order to minimize the current impact on the environment, especially towards lowering the CO2 

emissions. Furthermore, based on a genuine desire to create a more environmentally friendly and 

renewable energy, several governments have made it a common goal, to move towards these 

sources instead of conventional fossil based energies.  

 

Wind turbines are compared to more traditional energy sources still a rather new technology, which 

means, that the impact the wind turbine parks have on the environment is still being discussed. In 

regards to the impact that wind turbine parks have on the wildlife, there has been reported rather 

few incidents. The concerns from critics of wind turbine parks are the impacts, they have on the 

bird life surrounding the parks. That being habitat loss and collision casualties, which if proven an 

issue can have significant consequence, on where to setup the wind turbine parks.47  

 

                                                 
45 http://www.information.dk/telegram/455974 
46 http://monthlyreview.org/2013/01/01/global-resource-depletion 
47 http://www.earthpeace.com/Wind/WildlifeWind.htm 
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If the critics are proven correct, then the natural choice would then be to focus primarily on offshore 

parks. However a recent report on the effects offshore parks has had on the marine life in Sweden, 

is fare from comforting for the prospect of offshore parks. It argues that during the installation 

phase, the noise and disturbance of the sediment has resulted in a flight reaction of all fish for up to 

1 km from the construction site.48  

 

In the same rapport it was, on a more positive aspect, concluded that floating wind turbine parks has 

had a direct positive effect on the marine life. The large boulders surrounding the wind turbine, act 

as an artificial reef, and thereby increase the number of fish, crabs and lobsters in the local area.  

 

Neither onshore, offshore or floating wind turbine parks have so fare been concluded to have a 

direct negative impact on the environment, however if this is discovered in the near future, then 

floating wind turbine parks seems to be the next necessary step.       

4.2.6 Legislative factors 
As earlier pointed out wind turbines are a rather new technology compared to more traditional fossil 

based energies. The market for supplying energy has as whole considerable high entry barriers. As a 

consequence hereof, it has by several governments been concluded, that in order for renewable 

energy sources to have a chance to grow, and establish them as notable contenders, that subsidies 

are a necessary requirement. Without them the energy produced from wind turbines, would be too 

costly compared to other sources. 

 

New onshore wind turbines in Denmark are for example given DKK 25 øre/kWh in subsidies for 

the first 22.000 hours at full load. Hereafter the current is to be traded at market prices, however 

there is given a compensation of DKK 2.3 øre/kWh for the balancing cost for the entire life of the 

wind turbine. Offshore wind turbines parks are traditionally established after a tender from the 

Danish government, and the subsidies are therefore not paid out as for the onshore wind turbines. 

The offshore parks are given a fixed subsidy, which is determined in connection with the tender. 

For those offshore wind turbines which have not been established through a governmental tender, 

they are compensated in the same fashion as onshore.49     

 
                                                 
48 http://www.seas-at-risk.org/n2.php?page=604 
49 http://www.ens.dk/undergrund-forsyning/el-naturgas-varmeforsyning/elforsyning/elproduktion/stotte-vedvarende-
energi-2 
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Spain decided in 2012 to suspend further subsidies to wind turbine projects, because they had a total 

production capacity within electricity, which was more than twice as high as the demand.50 The 

situation in Denmark is currently very different, here the subsidies granted to wind turbine owners, 

are an essential measures. To ensure that the climate objectives are meet, though in the near future 

these compensation packages may be suspended to follow Spain’s example. Who is to say, what the 

future will bring, however it is evident, that if one source stands out from the rest, that the subsidies 

for the substitute will be suspended.  

 

Due to the size and noise from the wind turbines there has also been set up a strict set of 

requirements, when building a wind turbine. For example the wind turbine has to be at least four 

times its total size from neighbouring residences.51 These are just some of the restrictions setup in 

Denmark, it is however a reoccurring theme throughout the world. This in turns places high 

demands on the wind turbine manufactures, to ensure that they meet the many requirements.     

4.2.7 Summary of PESTEL analysis    
Throughout the analysis it is clear, that there are many factors in the environment, that influence the 

wind turbine industry, some more then others though. The challenges that threaten the industry, are 

both in the short and long run, and they all play their role in the future of the industry. It is therefore 

essential, to keep developing and adapting to the environment and its challenges.   

 

Wind energy is not a cheap alternative in its current form, and as an industry it is very much 

dependent on the continued political support. The economic support it receives, in subsidiaries is 

very much an essential support, for it to deliver competitive energy compared to more traditional 

based energy sources. Governments around the world have on numerous occasions, stated that the 

renewable energy sources are the future, if we are to lower our CO2 emissions. This however 

should not be an excuse for Vestas to kick back, since if one of the substitutes is proven more 

effective, then the funding will quickly be withdrawn. Continued development as earlier stated is 

the key for Vestas survival.       

 

It is estimated, that by 2050 we will be over 9 billion people on earth, and at the same time our 

living standards is in general improving year from year. All these changes create an increased 

                                                 
50 http://borsen.dk/nyheder/politik/artikel/1/224373/spanien_dropper_tilskud_til_vindenergi.html 
51 http://www.mst.dk/Virksomhed_og_myndighed/Stoej/Vindmoeller/regler_for_stoj_fra_vindmoller/ 
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demand for a sustainable green solution, and it is therefore essential, that the industry utilizes the 

growing trend of being environmentally green. A direct consequence of the increased population is 

where to setup these wind turbine parks. Despite being a green alternative, the onshore parks are of 

great inconvenience to the neighbouring housing. Furthermore reports are questioning, whether 

onshore and offshore wind turbines are having a negative impact on the wildlife and environment. 

The floating wind turbines could therefore in a near future be the answer to growing concerns, 

regarding the impact that current onshore and offshore wind turbines have. Studies has showed that 

they unlike the stationary, they have a direct positive impact on the sea life.  

 

The analysis has helped to clarify some of the factors, which everyday have a significant impact on 

the industry. These factors are on their own way governing the industry, and the manufactures can 

not do anything, but try to adapt as best as possible, if they are to survive in this fierce industry.        

4.3 Porters’ five forces 
When analyzing the industry in which Vestas is in, it can be an advantage, to do so by using the 

model Porters’ five forces. The model illustrates the elements, which influences the structure and 

strength of a given industry. There are, as can be seen from the figure below, five basic forces that 

influence Vestas.    

Intensity
of rivalry
within the
industry

Threat of
substitute
products

Threat of
new

entrants

Bargaining
power of
buyers

Bargaining
power of
suppliers

 
Figure 11 – Porter’s Five Forces (own creation) 

 

The five forces are: Threat of substitute products, Bargaining power of buyers, Threat of new 

entrants, Bargaining power of suppliers and Intensity of rivalry within the industry. As can be seen 
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from the model, it weighs all five forces equally, which is one of the criticisms of the model, since 

not all industries are subject to this aspect. Furthermore it looks upon buyers and suppliers as 

threats, whereas some of today’s industries have these more as business partners.52 These concerns 

aside the model will help to map the industry, so that it is possible to identify Vestas position and 

opportunities in the market.      

4.3.1 Threat of substitute products    
In order to analyze the threat that substitute products have for Vestas, it is first key to determine the 

marked in which they operate. It is therefore necessary to look at what need they fulfil for the end 

consumer, which is energy. From that aspect it is evident that all manufactures of energy, represent 

a potential threat. From an overall aspect of the analysis they will be divided into traditional and 

renewable energy sources, since these sources share a lot of common factors and thereby represent 

the same threat for Vestas.     

 

 
Figure 12 – Breakdown of world energy production, March 6th 201353 

 

As can be seen from figure 13, there are several substitutes to wind turbines. The more traditional 

energy sources, such as Oil/Coal/Gas, represents more then three quarters of the world energy 

production, and are by fare the most dominant in the marked. As in any marked where the end 

product is in its basic form the same, the price is the determining factor. Wind energy would 

without the political support (subsidies), be much more expensive then energy from Oil/Coal/Gas. 

Subsidies are, as earlier described, given in order to make energy generated from wind turbines as 

                                                 
52 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 75-77 
53 http://www.greenbang.com/peak-water-worries-energy-experts_22514.html 
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attractive as possible. Simply put increased prices of traditional energy sources would be an 

advantage for the wind turbine industry, while falling prices poses a direct threat.  

 

Another concern is, that the there is a growing interest in Denmark to reduce the governmental 

funding to wind turbines within the next couple of years.54 It is therefore essential, that Vestas focus 

on brining down the end cost for the consumer, so that wind energy on its own, can compete with 

Oil/Gas/Coal. It is however not necessarily a must, that the price is exactly the same, since wind 

energy represents an investment in the future energy supplies, and bringing down the CO2 

emissions. Some consumers will hereby find some value in knowing, they are helping to reduce the 

CO2 emissions, which in turn will make op for the difference in price. Despite traditional energy 

sources are a depleting resource, and that alone should make it in every ones interest, that an 

alterative is found, the prices also needs to be competitive.  

    

The currently most discussed renewable energy sources are solar and wind energy, however wave 

and biogas energy sources are also destined a bright future, provided that the technical/economic 

development of the technology is successful.55 In particular solar energy has in recent years been 

moving forward. In Denmark solar cells has been a popular investment for private households. This 

however was mainly due to the financial support from the government, which has made the 

investment attractive. The sale of solar cells has however, had a dramatic drop in the beginning of 

2013, after the new regulations on support for solar cells were agreed.56 Formerly their advantages 

were, that they could be installed rather cheaply in private homes, and generate electricity on a 

small scale. A wind turbine is on the contrary a fare more expensive investment, which few private 

homes can afford. Solar cells are though to be considered as a threat in the near future, since they 

are, as wind turbines, constantly being improved though development and investments. As well as 

not having any moving parts, makes this and attractive source, which if the production costs can be 

reduced, would be ideal for commercial use.  

 

The treat of substitute products is assessed as medium strength. When looking at the traditional 

energy sources, it is evident that wind energy does not represent a logic substitute currently, 

because without the subsidies the price would be too high compared to the marked. However with 

                                                 
54 http://borsen.dk/nyheder/politik/artikel/1/270314/regeringen_klar_til_at_skaere_i_stoette_til_vindmoeller.html 
55 http://www.ens.dk/ny-teknologi/teknologi-strategier/bolgeenergi 
56 http://borsen.dk/nyheder/bolig_og_privatoekonomi/artikel/1/250204/boligejere_dropper_solceller.html 
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further research into reduced cost, wind energy could with its image and ‘benefits’ be the natural 

choice as a source. In regards to renewable energy sources wind energy is the leading supplier, 

however solar cells has despite their drop in sales still a bright future, because of the complexity 

level compared to a wind turbine. Eventually, other renewable energy sources pose a greater threat 

to wind turbines, while traditional energy sources will be less of a threat, as they are depleting. 

4.3.2 Bargaining power of buyers    
In todays marked the consumer/buyer can have a significant influence on the profit for a company. 

Obviously it is a given need that without buyers’, prosperity is not a possibility, however compared 

to earlier years, the consumer has an increased bargaining power over the manufactures.  

 

The buyers in the wind turbine industry are made up of private investors, farmers, funds and larger 

energy companies, such as DONG. The size of the buyer has a natural influence at the negotiating 

table, since they traditionally invest for larger amounts at a time then a smaller private investor. 

Vestas has though to avoid this situation as much as possible, not focused on only the larger clients, 

which is evident in the annual report of 2012. Here it is stated, that their orders ranged from a single 

wind turbine to over a hundred wind turbines at a time.57  

 

A common fall group is to only be situated in certain countries, and thereby only having a ‘limited’ 

range of potential buyers. Vestas is located in several countries, and is thereby not as dependent on 

certain buyers. There are though, as earlier stated, some countries, which have larger budgets for 

renewable energy sources. It is therefore evident, that these countries are essential to be aggressive 

in.  

 

Todays society is characterized by buyers gathering knowledge before making a 

purchase/investment. Compared to previous years knowledge is fare more easily obtained, and can 

be used, to achieve the best possible purchase price. The wind turbine industry is no exception to 

this new trend, which means, that the customers have a much easier job comparing different 

suppliers’ products, performance and price. In an industry with many suppliers and few buyers there 

will be a high degree of bargaining power from the buyers’ perspective. It can be said, that the 

bargaining power of the buyers’ has increased exponentially with the availability of information.  

 

                                                 
57 2012 Annual report – p. 25  
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Larger wind turbine parks are traditionally offered through tenders. Taking the size on the future 

investment into account, it is only natural, that the buyer wants to explore the marked. By offering a 

contract through a tender, they are able to secure the best possible deal. Being in a dialog with 

several manufactures at the same time, contributes to increased competition, and thereby affects the 

profit for the manufactures. It can therefore from a manufactures perspective, be important to 

develop new areas, in which they can excel compared to their competitors, in for example the 

service agreements. They can hereby bind the customers to them for a series of years, as can be read 

in Deloits ‘Analysis of suppliers to the wind industry 2013’, the service marked is steadily 

growing.58   

 

The bargaining power of the buyers is assessed as medium strength. The manufactures can with the 

right strategy, avoid being depended on certain buyers, however this can be a costly approach, and 

requires that ones portfolio consists of more then wind turbines, for example service agreements. 

Having almost all information available, makes the buyers able to setup the manufactures against 

each other, and thereby push the price as low as possible.    

4.3.3 Threat of new entrants    
To asses the threat of new competitors in the wind industry, it is essential to first determine the 

profitability of the market, and there next the height of the entry barriers. Looking at the 

profitability, it has since 2010 for several manufactures been years with red numbers. There are 

though high expectations for the coming annual reports, which are predicted to show a profit.59 It 

could be argued, that the uncertainty of making a profit would discourage potential new 

competitors; however this is an industry which is pushed forward by the governments. Furthermore 

as the affects from the financial crisis are diminishing, the prospect of whether it is possible to be 

making a profit is reduced.       

 

The barriers in a market help to control the number of players in a given industry. In a market with 

low entry barriers, new competitors will find it easy to establish themselves in the market. This in 

turn will contribute to an increased competition, and earnings being affected. In contrast, a market 

with high entry barriers will make it harder to enter, which means, that the established competitors 

will be able to maintain their profit.    
                                                 
58 https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/dk/Documents/energy-resources/leverand%C3%B8rer-til-
vindindustrien.pdf 
59 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-08-21/wind-turbine-makers-poised-for-return-to-profitability.html 
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To enter the wind turbine industry as a new manufacture, it demands a substantial amount of 

capital. The production of wind turbines alone demands for comprehensive production facilities, 

which will help to limit the number of start-ups. It is also an industry, in which it is necessary to 

yearly invest a substantial amount of capital in development. New comers are likely to be subjected 

to significantly higher costs in the form of development, to catch up to the established 

manufactures, alternatively the cost of an acquisition, of an existing company in the industry. This 

all places a great demand on the capital and financial strength of a new competitor.  

 

Research/development, as described in the precious section, is a significant barrier. The know-how 

that established manufactures have acquired after years of development, will be very difficult to 

obtain from the ground up on ones own hand. For every year that passes, it becomes more difficult 

to enter the market, as the current players each year spend millions on developing new turbines, and 

thus have a competitive edge. New intruders will most likely make use of horizontal integration, 

where the company buys access to the market and thus know-how and market shares. 

 

Manufacturing a wind turbine is an extensive process with high requirement for the parts and 

materials. Established manufactures benefit from economies of scale, whereas it will take time for a 

new competitor to achieve the same benefits. Until they reach a certain volume, the company will as 

a consequence have higher unit costs. For new players, this will be difficult to compete against, 

because such an agreement is usually based on historical relationships. The consequence is that for 

the new invaders, that they are not able to as competitive on price as the current actors. Many of the 

existing providers are also large global players with production, research and sales facilities 

throughout the world. On top of that a well-developed network and distribution channel, which has 

been build up over time. A wind turbine is an expensive investment, which means that the price and 

reputation of the manufacture goes hand in hand. A brand takes years to build up, before it is well 

known by consumers, and it can make it difficult for new players to "steal" customers from the 

existing providers. 

 

The threat of new entrants establishing them self at the bottom, is assessed as being rather low. 

With in mind of the extensive barriers a new competitor would have to overcome. It is more likely 
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that a financially strong company would buy their way in, by overtaking an established player. 

From this aspect the threat is assessed as medium strength.  

4.3.4 Bargaining power of suppliers    
The bargaining power of a supplier is determined by a number of factors, but most of all if the 

product they sell is unique, hereby meaning that the production of it would be too costly for the 

consumers themselves. Another aspect is how dependent, the consumers are of the product. 

Furthermore as with the buyers bargaining power, the suppliers bargaining power is also dependent 

on the number and size of the suppliers, as well as the cost of switching supplier for the consumer.   

 

The dependence towards the suppliers can make a manufacture vulnerable. If the supplier were to 

exploit the situation, and charge higher price for the products they deliver, thus reducing the 

company's earnings power. The suppliers must though have in mind, that when they push the 

consumers, that they as a consequence choose to change tactics, and switch supplier or begin to 

produce their parts themselves. 

 

Having this in mind some might argue, that in order to avoid this situation, the wind turbine 

manufactures should simply buy up the suppliers in order to minimize their vulnerability. There by 

manufacturing their own parts, and achieving a greater flexibility in product development, as well 

as higher margins on their products. The disadvantage though of producing everything themselves, 

in times of the financial crisis for example, is the amount of capital, which will be tied up in the 

production. Vestas has earlier produced a large portion of their own components, but with the 

restructuring in affect, the use of outsourcing is the way forward, as part of a better capacity 

utilization as well as cost savings. Vestas emphasizes though, that it must not be at the expense of 

Vestas' leadership in quality, technology and safety, which is illustrated by the fact, that Vestas has 

implemented the previously mentioned Six Sigma program for all of its suppliers.60  

 

By having Vestas approach as a manufacture, it is key, that a sort of equal partnership is established 

with the supplier. Vestas is, by not producing their own components, dependent on that the 

subcontractors meet the requirements for Vestas, so that they can deliver a reliable and durable 

wind turbine. A solution could be to implement the same tactics as for the larger components. The 

larger main components, the gearbox for example, are typically delivered by the larger suppliers 

                                                 
60 2012 – Annual report p. 16 
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with special expertise in these. To avoid the uncertainty of cost, these larger parts are negotiated 

into large framework agreements, where the supplier and the customer agree to certain conditions. 

Having the number of global suppliers to the wind industry in mind, it makes the relationship and 

cooperation important for the manufacturers, as the suppliers of the key components are few and 

thereby have a high bargaining power.   

 

The increased dependence on suppliers, as well as the competition pushing the manufactures, to 

focus on their core business model instead. It could as a consequence, be argued, that the 

manufacturers are faced with having to adjust their supply chain. So that suppliers become a larger 

and more important part of it. The close cooperative with the suppliers, will though also lead to 

increased switching costs for the manufactures, which in turn increases the bargaining power of the 

suppliers. From this aspect the bargaining power is assessed as low to medium strength. In the 

current marked it is assessed, that the suppliers bargaining power is low. However if the future is, 

that the manufactures increase their use of suppliers, to adapt to the changing market conditions, it 

is assessed, that their bargaining power will increase.  

4.3.5 Intensity of rivalry within the industry     
As can be seen from figure 12 the four other elements of Porter's five forces all have to some degree 

an affect on the rivalry within the industry.  The intensity of the rivalry between existing providers 

is though also influenced by the number of competitors, their size and the growth of the industry 

itself. 

 

The rivalry among the existing manufactures in the industry is constantly changing. Over the last 

couple of years it has though undergone a substantial transformation. From being dominated by a 

few players with significant market power; it has now become a market with several players and a 

high level of competition. As can be seen in figure 13, the 10 largest manufactures represented only 

78.8% of the market in 2011, with Vestas as the market leader. Furthermore, it is noted, that the 

distance between the main manufacturers has narrowed over the last couple of years. Vestas nearest 

competitor, back in 2009, had a market share of 7.3% compared to Vestas 12.8%.61 This continuous 

development influences the instability and increases the competition in the industry. The level of 

competition means, that the situation is unfavourable for Vestas, as the other actors wears Vestas' 

                                                 
61 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2009-02-10/ wind-turbine-market-share-in-2009-make-says.html 
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market share and revenue opportunities. This development is partly as a result of the Chinese 

enterprises explosive growth in the rapidly growing Chinese domestic market.62 

 
Figure 13 – Breakdown of market share for top ten manufactures of 2011 (own creation)63 

 

When referring to the market share there is distinguished between the total installed wind turbine 

capacity in the world and installed wind turbine capacity in the year. It is often the installed wind 

turbine capacity in the year, which is being used, when referring to the market share. 

 

It should be noted, that the figures for 2012 are not verified. There appear different results for the 

market share for 2012; the dispute is whether Vestas is still the market leader or if GE Energy has 

taken the title as market leader. The conflicting reports had though both Siemens in third place.64 

The conflicting results are a clear indication of how competitive the market has become. The 

general conclusion is though, that GE Energy and Siemens are considered as Vestas' biggest 

competitors. It is almost always these, which Vestas is compared to. The reason for this is due to 

their size and financial strength, as well strong growth over the last couple of years. They are 

assessed to be the ones, who pose the greatest threat to Vestas, and are the closes competitors to 

overtake the position from Vestas.  

 

Siemens and GE are both two of the world's largest companies, and they are not dependent on one 

business areas, as Vestas is. The Chinese enterprises are regarded as regional players, Goldwind is 

though a company with an enormous potential. So far Goldwind has been very dependent on the 

                                                 
62 http://www.business.dk/detailhandel/vestas-konkurrent-i-kraftig-fremgang 
63 http://www.energy-supply.dk/article/view/78166/her_er_verdens_storste_vindmolleproducenter 
64 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/2013-03-25/vestas-had-top-wind-turbine-market-share-in-2012-make-says.html 
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Chinese market, the company has though managed to gain some orders away from their traditional 

marked, which is assumed to be a sign of an international strategy. 

 

An overall assessment of the industry is that there is a high intensity of rivalry. The manufacturers 

are fighting intensely for their market position and are constantly trying to come up with 

technological advances, which can differentiate them from the other providers. This intense struggle 

to gain market shares has resulted in, that the distance between the major manufacturers has 

narrowed over the years. 

4.3.6 Summary of Porters’ five forces    
When looking at the market, in which Vestas is situated with the help of Porters’ five forces, it is 

evident, that it is a market with an intense competition. The intensity in the market is mainly driven 

by technological changes, which is a crucial factor in order to meet the development within wind 

turbines. The wind turbine industry is primarily competing against more traditional energy sources, 

which are this day still dominating the market. However as the technological development improves 

the competitiveness of wind energy, as well as the traditional energy sources are being depleted and 

the focus and commitment to renewable energy increases, the wind turbine industry will be moving 

towards a brighter future.  

 

The costumers today are characterised by having an extensive knowledge of the wind turbines, 

which in turn influences the manufactures, which are easily setup against each other. Knowledge of 

the wind turbines is easily accessed, however from a new entrants point of view the entry barriers in 

terms of production facilities, will deter most. There is though a risk that financially stronger 

companies, will begin to produce wind turbines, as seen with GE and Siemens. If this scenario plays 

out, then it could force established manufactures, to focus on their core business and instead 

increase their use of suppliers. This could be a necessary step, in order to uphold their market 

shares, however in turn this will increase the suppliers bargaining power substantially.  

4.4 Conclusion of Strategic analysis (SWOT) 
The strategic analysis has now highlighted both the internal and external factors. This way it 

becomes possible to provide an overview of Vestas’ existing and future situation, and with the help 

of the analysis, it is possible to conclude which factors they posses. To give the analysis a tangible 

perspective, it will be compiled into a SWOT-model. The SWOT analysis is based on Vestas’ 

internal environment, which consists of strengths and weaknesses, and Vestas’ external 
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environment, which consists of opportunities and threats. The factors from the analysis, which are 

weighted the highest, and are considered to have the greatest impact on Vestas, are grouped in the 

following table.  

 

 
Table 2 – SWOT - analysis (Own creation) 

4.4.1 Strengths     
Vestas has been around for more than 30 years, which means that they have accumulated a level of 

experience and know-how, which have strengthened their market position. Through their 

experience, they have managed to sustain their position as market leader. Vestas is aware of the 

many challenges, they face both internal and external. As a consequence they have built up an 

organization, which is adaptable to the many challenges. Through a clear strategy, they aim to bring 

the company back on track, with a strong focus on quality, efficiency and customer satisfaction. The 

restructuring of the organization and new business processes supports this strategy. Through their 

outsourcing processes, they have strengthened their supplier relationships, by implementing Lean 

and Six Sigma, which has strengthened suppliers' performance and efficiency. This means, that 
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Vestas can more easily leverage their global presence, by utilizing local partners and thereby 

minimize their distribution costs. This in turn makes them better equipped for the coming year's 

challenges. 

4.4.2 Weaknesses     
Vestas has by only focusing on the wind turbine market, left them self vulnerable, unlike 

competitors such as Siemens and GE Energy, to fluctuations in the market, as they do not generate 

any other revenue. Vestas is therefore highly dependent on the governmental subsidies, and 

continued growth of the market. Furthermore by outsourcing some of the production, it increases 

the chance of errors. It is evident, that it will be harder for Vestas, to maintain a close overview of 

the components produced, and it therefore requires a high degree of communication and trust 

between Vestas and its suppliers. As a result of technological changes and growth in the market 

there are many new competitors. This has contributed to a decline in Vestas market share, and puts 

pressure on Vestas' core competence, as more competitors begin to have similar skills. The 

restructuring, though necessary to keep their competitiveness, has had an influence on the employee 

satisfaction and motivation, which can cause challenges with efficiency, and make it difficult to 

achieve their goals. 

4.4.3 Opportunities     
The increased focus on the environment and sustainability has created new customer groups, as they 

have begun to see wind energy, as an opportunity to create a green image for them self. This 

increased focus from the corporate world, has in turn influenced the end consumers. This will put 

renewable energy in consumers' minds, which means, that renewable energy sources will ultimately 

achieve a greater level of acceptance. In addition to the expected growth on the onshore market, 

from the increased awareness, the offshore market is also predicted to have a strong growth in the 

coming years. There is a great potential here, and as the technology makes it possible to improve 

offshore turbines and reduce their costs, the offshore wind turbines will become more attractive. 

The technological development makes it possible to continually reduce the cost of wind powered 

energy, and increase the quality and reliability of the turbines. This will also heighten the desire to 

invest in wind turbines, as a good investment. In addition it improves wind turbines competitiveness 

against more traditional energy sources, which today is not possible without financial support, 

subsidies.  
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4.4.4 Threats      
Unfortunately for the wind turbine industry, investments herein are seen as extremely sensitive to 

market fluctuations. This means that in periods with economic crisis, the focus will be more 

towards stabilizing the economy, rather than environmental investments. The current market 

situation has, as a result of the financial crisis, made it difficult to obtain the financial funding 

needed for new projects. 

 

Competition in the industry has also intensified significantly over the years, and there are now many 

new competitors, some of which are substantially stronger, in terms of finance, then Vestas. 

Additionally it is a market, which is driven heavily on technology and its rapid development, and if 

Vestas is not able to constantly stay on top of this, they may be threatened by new innovative 

technological solutions. Although technological development offers opportunities, it can also be 

seen as a threat. The technological development is a very important element in the wind turbine 

industry, which though has created a fierce competition, to have the best and most effective 

turbines, as well as the lowest cost of energy. This fierce competition may also, as a result, lead to 

an intensified price competition.  

5. Financial statement analysis  

Vestas' strategic position has now been established, and the essential non-financial value drivers are 

identified. The second part of the valuation is the identification of the financial value drivers, which 

is done through a financial analysis of Vestas. The financial analysis shall together with the 

strategic analysis, form the basis for the future assessment of Vestas potential. While the strategic 

analysis mainly referred to qualitative factors, both historical and forward-looking, the financial 

analysis deals with the quantitative facts about Vestas historic achievements. 

 

The financial analysis is done on the basis of a fixed sample period. To ensure a correct assessment, 

the analysis has to extend beyond a reasonable period, so that the analysis reflects both positive and 

negative fluctuations. The financial analysis will show, how Vestas’ financially have made it 

through the period 2007-2012. It can be argued, that the sample period should have a longer time 

frame, in order to get a better insight. Conversely, there may be argued, that as the market for wind 

energy is a high growth market, and Vestas situation therefore is constantly changing, more 

information will not necessarily be better, but simply irrelevant. It is estimated that six years is an 

appropriate medium. 
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5.1 Applied accounting principles  
The financial analysis is performed on the basis of the annual reports. The annual reports are 

prepared in cooperation with the companies auditors, but it is the company’s management, who has 

the responsibility, and in the end determines the content. It is thus necessary to assess the reliability 

of the annual reports, before an actual financial analysis can be made. This is done by an assessment 

of the accounting principles during the period. 

 

A review of the accounting principles used during the analysis period shows, that Vestas throughout 

the period have presented its financial statements in accordance with the International Financial 

Reporting Standards, IFRS, related interpretations (IFRIC) and the Danish accounting principles. In 

the selected sample period however, there is one significant change to the accounting principles, 

which require further analysis. 

 

The major change occurred in the 2010 annual report. Vestas is as a Danish listed company required 

to comply with the International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS) and its interpretations 

(IFRIC). The change deals with the time of revenue registration for orders, when Vestas supplies 

and installs wind turbines. Before 2010, the income and revenue from these orders were registered 

as the work progressed. Whereas after 2010 these orders were now dealt with after the Transfer of 

Risk principle, i.e. revenue registration takes place, as the risk is transferred to the customer, which 

occurs upon final installation. The change in the accounting principles was due to a change in the 

international accounting standard and a concrete interpretation (IFRIC 15). 

 

The change in accounting principles means, that revenues are being pushed forward in time 

compared to before. Since the cash flow is not changed, it has no effect on the actual value of 

Vestas, but it means, that certain key indicators for 2007-2009 will be forced downward. One 

drawback is no doubt, that even small delays can create significant differences between accounting 

periods. Furthermore the size of the projects and orders Vestas signs, are in most cases long-term 

projects, which may take years to complete. This is essential to keep in mind, because it could be 

the basis for false conclusions later on in the valuation.  

 

From an investor’s point of view, it will have the consequence, that the financial statements and 

activities of Vestas will be harder to figure out. In periods of low supply and installation of wind 
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turbines, it may look as if there is a downtime, in spite of the production being in full swing. 

Actually, as a consequence of the change, Vestas was faced with a class action in the USA. The 

plaintiff argued, that Vestas should have adopted IFRIC 15 already in 2009, because it was here that 

interpretation took place65. The plaintiff argued, that Vestas had provided false and misleading 

information to the market. More specific they argued, that there was no mention of the intention to 

the change the accounting principles for 2010 in the 2009 annual report, which is the norm.66    

5.2 Reformulation of financial figures 
In order to carry out an effective financial analysis, it is necessary to reformulate some of the 

financial figures from the annual reports to the purpose.67 The focus has been on discovering Vestas 

actual operating profit, as this is the basis for the further budgeting, and thus the final valuation. 

When reporting an annual report in accordions with IFRIC, some companies can have a tendency to 

include amounts under financial items, which actually should be included under operating activities, 

depending on the activity.68 There will therefore in the following sections, be carried out 

reformulations of the changes in equity, income statement and balance sheet for Vestas.  

 

It is however necessary to firstly correct the accounting figures for 2007-2009, in order to compare 

the numbers in the analysis period, so that the financial figures are all subjected to the same 

principles throughout the period. The adjusted financial figures can be seen in appendix 1.  

5.2.1 Reformulation of the equity statement  
The equity statement shows the equity movements during the year. The reformulation of the equity 

statement is carried out in order to obtain a more accurate picture of the value increase for the 

owners. It will be divided into the transactions with the owners and the total net income. To perform 

a correct valuation, the comprehensive income statement will be used in the reformulation of the 

equity statement. The comprehensive income statement is based on all the value changes, which 

have an impact on the equity during the period. It is not only the companies operations, but all items 

(dirty-surplus), which are reported directly on the equity statement. The share-based payments are 

kept apart from the reformulated equity statement. It is considered misleading to have these stock 

options reported in the equity statement, since the equity would decrease if the options were ever 

                                                 
65 http://www.iasplus.com/en/standards/ifric/ifric15  
66 2009 – Annual report 
67 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 157 
68 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 157-182 
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used, and should therefore not be reported as an increase in the equity. They are instead reported in 

the reformulated balance as an operating liability.  

 

The reformulated equity statement is shown in appendix 2. As can be seen in the statement, there 

has first shown the reported equity movement from the annual reports and then the reformulated. 

The key difference is, that the share based payments have been deducted for all the years.  

 

When looking at the development in equity over the years, it has from 2007 to 2011 increased with 

more then 131%; however in the following two years it dropped to a level similar to 2008. This 

rollercoaster development is primarily, as a consequence of the development in income over the 

period. Secondly there was in 2009 a large capital contribution of more then EUR 800 million, 

which of course influenced the equity level substantially. In fact without it the development in 

equity from 2007 to 2011 would only have increase with 63%. The change in return on equity 

(ROE) has on the other hand, despite 2008, been decreasing from 8.15% in 2007 to -46.56% in 

2012.    

5.2.2 Reformulation of the income statement 
The purpose of reformulating the income statement is to shed light on, whether the value is created 

through the operating or financial activities. This is achieved by bringing it to a total income base 

and thereby including the dirty surplus items from the equity statement. The reformulated income 

statement is divided into operating profit from sale, other operating profit and net financial 

expenses.  

 

In addition to the breakdowns there is also a breakdown of the tax costs. These will be allocated to 

tax on operating profits from sales, other operating profit and the tax effect of the financing. Since 

all the surplus components have tax consequences there must be an allocation of the total tax 

expense to the operating profit from sale.69 In connection with the reformulation, it has been based 

on an income tax rate of 25% throughout the period, which has been applied to the other operating 

profit, as well as net financial expenses. 

 

The reformulated income statement is shown in appendix 3. As can be seen in the statement the 

operating profit from sale is shown first, the tax expense hereof is found in the bottom of the 

                                                 
69 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 196-199 
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appendix. It is a collaboration of the reported tax expense from the annual reports, the tax advantage 

from the net financial expenses and the tax expense from other operating profit.  

 

Other operating income is a collaboration of impairment losses of intangible assets, impairment 

losses of property, plant and equipment, impairment losses of inventories, staff costs and other 

restructuring cost. Furthermore the exchange rate adjustments from the financial expenses are 

deducted; it is assessed, that it hereby will give a more accurate view on the other operating profit. 

The related tax expense is calculated using the former mentioned income tax rate of 25%. The share 

of profit from investments in associates as well as the dirty surplus items are since then included to 

calculate the total income from operations. The income from the associated companies is not 

considered as part of the primary activities, and is therefore placed under the other operating 

expenses. The items related to the financing of the company are in the end divided into income and 

expenses, so that is possible to calculate the tax effect and thereby the net financial expenses.   

 

The revenue has on an overall view for the entire period in general been rising, with an increase of 

more then 88% from 2007 to 2012. The cost of sales has in the same period also been rising; it has 

though risen with more then 97% over the same period. Furthermore when looking at some of the 

other expenses, such as research and development costs / selling and distribution costs / 

administrative expenses, they have all on average increased with more then 107% over the same 

period. This trend is a key reason for the negative development in the profit. The profits are 

primarily generated from the operating assets, which is evidenced by the net financial expenses 

after tax only representing only a small part of the total income. A breakdown of total operating 

profit after tax further show that profits, are primarily generated from operating profits from sales, 

while other operating profit accounts for only a small proportion of the total operating profit after 

tax. 2012 is though the exception, where operating profits from the sale after taxes, amounted to 

EUR -425 million, while other operating profit amounted to EUR -502 million. This was due to 

losses on intangible assets and costs associated with the restructuring. Despite having an increase in 

revenue year after year, the associated costs have simply risen with more, which means that since 

2008 the total income has been decreasing.  

5.2.3 Reformulation of the balance statement 
The balance is also reformulated in order to distinguish between the value generated by the 

operating and financing activities. The reformulated balance is broken-down even further, into the 
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core operating assets, core operating liabilities, non-core operating assets, financial assets and 

financial liabilities, as it provides a good basis for the later analysis.  

 

In the notes to the annual reports it is not evident, how much the operating cash flow constitutes of 

the revenue. It is though necessary, with an operating cash flow as a buffer for the daily operations. 

It is assessed, reasonable to estimate a net operating cash flow of 2% of the revenue, which is added 

to the core operating assets. 70 It is furthermore assessed, that the investment that Vestas has in 

associates is not part of the core operating assets. Investments in associates are classified as a non-

core operating assets, because the result from these investments are not related to the operating 

profit from sale, and it is therefore deemed more correct to have these post under non-core 

operating assets.71 As mentioned in the reformulation of the equity statement the share-based 

payments are added to the core operating liabilities, since the equity would decrease if the options 

were ever used. Under the financial assets the cash at bank and in hand is deducted with the 

previously estimated operating cash flow.  

 

The reformulated balance statement is shown in appendix 4. The development in core operating 

assets varies over the 6 year period. From 2007 through to 2011 included there is overall an increase 

in assets, despite for 2010 where there was a drop. 2007-2009 is primarily driven by the increase in 

inventory, whereas there for 2010-2012 is a drop in inventory. The increase in assets is though for 

2011 driven by the investment in land and building. By the end of 2012 the asset level has dropped 

to a level corresponding to 2008, which was primarily due to the losses on intangible assets and 

costs associated with the restructuring, as mentioned earlier. For the core operating liabilities it is 

worth noting that the prepayments from customers and trade payables represent the vast majority of 

the operating liabilities during the period. In 2010 the prepayments from customers has dropped 

significantly, it is though assessed that, this is because of the new accounting principles, which was 

introduced. This is consistent with the drop in inventories from 2009 to 2010, as well as the 

increased revenue in 2010, since the goods can first be realized as income after the transfer of risk. 

Non-core operating assets only represent a small part of the total operating assets, and have 

therefore little influence. The financial assets are made up of the cash in bank and in hand, and has 

year on year decreased and increased, though ending up in 2012 to a level similar to 2007. The 

operating cash flow is deducted from the financial assets, and instead placed under core operating 
                                                 
70 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 161 
71 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 185 
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Return on equity (ROE)

Financial leverage (FGEAR)Return on invested capital (ROIC)

Financial leverage * SPREADEBIT – margin Assets turnover ratio* +

Return on financial activitiesReturn on operating activities 

assets, as mentioned earlier. The financial liabilities have though throughout the period increased 

rapidly, due to an increase in non-current liabilities, which indicates that Vestas has undertaken 

additional loans to fund its operations.        

5.3 Profitability analysis 
The reformulations provide the basis for the profitability analysis, which aims to shed light on, 

which financial drivers that drive the profitability. These are organized on the basis of return on 

equity (ROE), which will give an insight into how Vestas' situation seems at the moment. This will 

form the basis for the future budgeting, on what the future has in store in for Vestas, which is 

reflected in the valuation process. The profitability analysis will be based on the DuPont pyramid, 

see figure 15, which is used to make a decomposition of ROE, and thereby identifying the financial 

value drivers.72  

Figure 14 – DuPont pyramid (own creation)73 

 

The model is split up into three levels, where the associated key figures will be reviewed in the 

following sections.  

 

The return on equity (ROE) shows the owners’ return on their investment and thus the growth in 

equity from the company's profit-generating activities. ROE consist of the return on operating 

activities and return on financial activities.  

 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Total profit of the year
Avg. ordinary equity

7,81% -6,35% -46,56%ROE: 8,15% 28,56% 7,87%
 

Table 3 – ROE (own creation)74 

                                                 
72 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 209 
73 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 210 
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As can be seen in table 3, ROE has varied throughout the period, with the exception of 2011-2012, 

it has however been positive. The highest return to the owners’ was achieved in 2008, where ROE 

resulted in 28.56%. By decomposing ROE further, it is possible to identify the underlying factors 

for this tendency.  

 

The return on operating activities is measured using ROIC, return on invested capital, which 

measures the profitability from operations, and thus how the company is able to utilize the 

company's resources to generate a profit. In turn this means all other things being equal, the higher 

the ROIC, the higher the ROA. As can be seen from the pyramid, ROIC depends on the EBIT-

margin and asset turnover ratio.75 

 

The return on financial activities is depended on, how the net operating assets are financed. 

Traditionally the net operating assets are financed through the equity, and various financial 

liabilities. This is measured using FGEAR, financial leverage, which measures the ratio between the 

financial liabilities and equity, as well as SPREAD, which measures the difference between ROIC 

and the interest rate (r).76  

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Total profit of the year 8,15% 28,56% 7,87% 7,81% -6,35% -46,56%
Avg. ordinary equity

Total operating profit 11,57% 33,39% 8,48% 7,70% -4,18% -31,68%
Avg. net operating assets

Financial Avg. net financial liabilities -31,76% -16,57% 1,06% 12,93% 26,05% 41,16%
leverage (FGEAR): Avg. ordinary equity

Net financial expenses after tax 0,82% 4,25% 65,28% 6,82% 4,13% 4,48%
Avg. net financial liabilities

SPREAD ROIC - r 10,75% 29,13% -56,80% 0,88% -8,31% -36,16%

Total operating profit 2,38% 6,53% 3,47% 3,31% -2,39% -12,84%
Revenue

Assets turnover Revenue 4,8654 5,1169 2,4426 2,3237 1,7488 2,4666
ratio: Avg. net operating assets

EBIT - margin

r

ROIC:

ROE:

 
Table 4 – Key financial figures (own creation)77 

                                                                                                                                                                  
74 Appendix 5 
75 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 216-217 
76 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 212 
77 Appendix 5 
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Table 4, shows the calculation of the key financial figures. As earlier stated the DuPont pyramid is 

used in order to analyse the underlying value drivers for ROE. ROIC has, as ROA, varied 

throughout the period. As with ROA, 2008 was the year with the highest return for ROIC, 33.39%. 

The reason for this level is found in the fact, that it was the year with the highest operating result, 

and furthermore a year with relative low net operating assets, compared to the later years. With the 

exception of 2011-2012, where ROIC was negative; Vestas has been able to generate a profit on the 

capital invested in the operating assets. The return has though since 2008 been declining. Despite 

having an increase in the net operating assets over the period, Vestas has not been able to utilize 

their resources to generate an equal increase in profit. The reason for this can be found in the EBIT-

margin and assets turnover ratio, which together make up the ROIC.  

 

The EBIT-margin shows what percentage of the company’s activity / turnover that turns into profit. 

The EBIT-margin is therefore an overall measurement of the income cost adjustment in the 

company.78 The EBIT-margin is like ROE and ROIC declining, and has for the last two years been 

negative. There has though to demonstrate, whether the decline in the EBIT-margin is primarily 

based upon the operating profit from after tax, or other operating profit after tax, broken up the 

EBIT-margin into smaller parts, see table 5. 

 

EBIT-margin drivers 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

EBIT - margin Operating profit from sale after tax 
(Operating profit from sale after tax) Revenue

EBIT - margin Other operating profit after tax
(Other operating profit after tax) Revenue

EBIT - margin Total operating profit
(total) Revenue

-6,96%

-12,84%

0,32% -1,43% -1,02%

3,47% 3,31% -2,39%

3,15% 4,75% -1,37% -5,89%2,72% 7,38%

-0,34%

2,38%

-0,85%

6,53%
 

Table 5 – EBIT-margin drivers (own creation) 

 

The reason for the development throughout the period is mainly due to the relative high increase in 

the cost of sales, research and development cost, selling and distribution cost and administrative 

expenses in relation to the revenue, with the exception of 2012, where the development was mainly 

driven by the impairment losses of assets.  

 

                                                 
78 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 216 
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The assets turnover ratio measures the volume of sales per. Euro, in relation to what has been 

invested in the net operating assets.79 The decreasing tendency in the assets turnover ratio is due to 

the increase in the net operating assets throughout the period, with the exception of 2011. The 

revenue has also, with the exception of 2009 and 2011 been growing, though relatively less than the 

net operating assets. It is concluded, that Vestas has deteriorated its ability to generate revenue on 

its operating assets. Thus the sale per. Euro invested in the operating assets has decreased from 4.86 

to 2.46.  

 

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,2055 0,1954 0,4094 0,4303 0,5718 0,4054  

Table 6 – Inverse value of the assets turnover ratio (own creation)80 

 

Looking at the inverse value of the assets turnover ratio from table 6, it is evident that on an overall 

view, that it is rising. The inverse value measures, how much is tied up in the net operating assets, 

in order to generate sales of one euro. If the assets turnover ratio for example is 4.8654, then the 

company uses 0.2055 Euro to create a sale of one Euro.81 From this measurement the development 

has had a negative direction, as it indicates, that Vestas has been increasing its funding, in order to 

create sales of one Euro. The development is due to, that the expected sales have not been as large, 

relative to the capacity investments that Vestas has made in the period. 

 

Looking at the financial leverage over the period it has been rising, which can be traced back to the 

increase in financial liabilities, and the recent drop in equity. This increase is a clear indicator that 

the financing is, to a larger extent then previous years, done through financial liabilities. The 

average net financial liabilities are increasing throughout the period, the increase is however not 

proportional as large as the increase in the net financial expenses after tax, which results in an 

increased interest rate (r). The key figure SPREAD shows, to what extent Vestas is able, to generate 

a return on its debt financing. The development in SPREAD shows that Vestas has not been able to 

generate a positive return on its borrowed capital higher than the interest rate in 2009 and 2011-

2012, which is why SPREAD is negative these years.  

 

                                                 
79 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 217 
80 Appendix 5 
81 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 217 
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Along with the higher financial leverage, the negative increase in SPREAD has a negative impact 

on ROE. The negative development in ROE is driven by both the negative trend in ROIC, higher 

financial leverage and greater negative SPREAD between ROIC and r.      

5.4 Conclusion of Financial statement analysis 
As the official annual reports are not ideal for a profitability analysis, there has been performed a 

reformulation of the statements. In that context, there has been made a number of founded choices, 

regarding the location of miscellaneous items. The purpose of the reformulation of the statements 

was to calculate the return on equity, ROE. In this context ROE has been decomposed using the 

DuPont pyramid, in order to discover the underlying value drivers. These value drivers can be 

categorized into two overall activities, the return on operating activities and the return in financial 

activities.  

 

The decomposing of ROE showed that, the negative trend was primarily due to the negative trend in 

ROIC. Whereas the development in ROIC, could be traced even further back to the EBIT-margin 

and assets turnover ratio. The EBIT-margin showed that, Vestas had failed to increase their 

revenue, with the same ratio as their increased costs. The assets turnover ratio has, as the EBIT-

margin decreased over the period. This development was, as a result of the expected sales not 

having reached their goal, relative to the capacity investments that, Vestas has made in the same 

period.  

 

In the analysis period it is evident that, Vestas has to a larger degree year after year made use of 

financial leverage in order to finance their daily activities. The financial leverage has as ROIC to 

some degree a negative impact on the development of ROA.  

6. Forecasting   

On the basis of the strategic and financial analysis, it is now possible to create a forecast for the 

future of Vestas. The historical development of Vestas ability, to generate profit, has now been 

established. It is however evident, that the profitability is affected by a number of factors in the 

period. In relation to the forecasting, a clarification of what drives ROE is essential to forecast 

realistic. A growth analysis will be the basis for identifying, how the historic developments have 

been for these parameters.  
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6.1 Growth analysis 
The growth analysis is based on a further reformulation of the already reformulated income 

statement, which is divided into operating and financial activities. In order to perform a growth 

analysis, the reformulated income statement has to be "cleaned" for the unusual items from the 

permanent records. As can been seen in appendix 6, the previously established reformulated income 

statement has been divided up into core operating profit from sale, core other operating profit and 

unusual items. By separating the permanent items from the extra ordinary items, it is possible to 

identify the excess components, which are able to generate long-term profit and can grow. It is 

furthermore essential, to determine whether there is a genuine effective growth in the company, or 

if the growth rate is due to exchange rates, acquisitions and changes in accounting principles. This 

is a necessary step, in order to perform a valid growth forecast in the coming paragraph, without 

interference from extraordinary items.82 

 

Based on the new breakdown of the reformulated income statement, ROIC has been recalculated, to 

identify whether ROIC is driven by unusual items or permanent operating profit.  

 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Core operating profit from sale
Avg. net operating assets

Core other operating profit
Avg. net operating assets

Unusual items
Avg. net operating assets

ROIC 11,57% 33,39% 8,48% 7,70% -4,18% -31,68%

Core operating profit from sale
Revenue

ROIC (sale): 13,22% 37,74% 7,69% 11,03% -2,40% -14,52%

Growth analysis (2007-2012) 

EBIT - margin (sale): 2,72% 7,38% 3,15% 4,75%

ROIC (other): 0,00% 0,00% 0,05% 0,00% 0,03% -0,07%

ROIC (unusual): -1,65% -4,36% 0,73% -3,33% -1,81% -17,09%

-1,37% -5,89%
 

Table 7 – Growth analysis key figures (own creation)83 

 

As can be seen from table 7, Vestas is only slightly affected by the unusual items, and there is not 

found extraordinary items in the operating profit. There is therefore not much difference from the 

                                                 
82 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 226-235 
83 Appendix 6 
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reformulated income statement, to the breakdown into the core operating profit and unusual items. 

The unusual items are mainly dirty surplus items, non-recurring items and foreign currency 

adjustments, which are difficult to estimate in the future. 

6.2 Forecast conditions 
The final valuation is based on the expectations to the future profit and cash flow according to the 

going-concern principle. Theoretically speaking, a valuation is based on the discounted values of an 

infinity cash flow, this is however not practically possible. Instead the forecast period runs from the 

current financial year and to that point in time, where it is no longer considered possible, to make 

realistic forecasts from the performed analyses. It is hereafter assumed, that the financial items will 

grow at a constant rate. 84 

 

The forecasting of Vestas future development will be difficult after just a few years, since they are 

in an industry, which is characterized by continues changes. Furthermore looking at Vestas it self, 

they have over the last couple of years gone through a major restructuring, which as earlier stated 

has had significant impacts on the organization. These changes alone will make it difficult to predict 

the future growth for a longer period. The strategic analysis has though shown that, there are 

politically established goals for the industry. There is therefore on that basis, chosen a forecast 

period of 8 years until 2020. A forecast period of 7 years is deemed realistic on the basis of the 

performed analyses. 

 

After a forecast period of 7 years, it is followed by a constant period (the terminal period). The 

terminal period is an "infinite" period, where the growth and other budgetary assumption are 

assumed to remain unchained. The terminal period has crucial impact on the valuation of Vestas, 

and it is therefore essential to have realistic assumptions for the terminal period.85   

 

Based on all the performed analyses and the forecast conditions, there will in the following sections, 

be gone though the future growth prospect for the key value drivers. The forecast will not be based 

on all the financial items, but instead the key value drivers, which have been identified through the 

reformulated statements and analyses.  

                                                 
84 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 249-252 
85 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 253-254 
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6.3 Turnover growth rate 
The assessment of the future growth prospect for the turnover is the most important part of the 

forecast, as the key figures will be forecasted in relation to this. There is used a so-called top-down 

method. Hereby meaning that, there will firstly be performed an assessment of the future growth 

prospect for the entire market. Hereafter an assessment of Vestas future market share, estimated on 

the growth prospect for the entire market. This approach will hereafter enable the calculations of an 

estimated final turnover for Vestas. 

 

To begin with it is though important to look at Vestas historical development, as well as the general 

market in regards to installed capacity measured in MW. The market will therefore in the following 

be discussed in overall terms.   

 

(MW) 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
101.087 120.894 147.869 186.717 223.919 263.724
19.807 26.975 38.848 37.202 39.805 44.609
4.974 6.160 6.131 4.057 5.054 6.171

Vestas market share 25,11% 22,84% 15,78% 10,91% 12,70% 13 ,83%

World total installed capacity 
New installed capacity 
New installed capacity - Vestas

 
Table 8 – Vestas historical development in market share (own creation)86 

 

As can be seen from table 8, the development in the total capacity in the world has since 2007 

increased with more than 160%. Furthermore the capacity has year to year also steadily increased, 

however in 2010 and 2011 it stagnated. The financial crisis is partly to blame, because in this period 

it was considerably more difficult to finance new wind turbine farms for the manufactures clients.  

 

The market share of Vestas is calculated on the basis of the 2012 report from the world wind energy 

association and the financial statements of Vestas. Vestas market share has dropped significantly 

over the period, which is to do with a more competitive environment with a considerably increase in 

competitors.  

 

The growth prospect for the turnover is estimated on the expectations for the industry and the 

outlook to Vestas position in the market. This is primarily based on the strategic analyses and 

among other Vestas own 2013 expectations, mentioned in the interim financial report of third 

                                                 
86 http://www.wwindea.org/webimages/WorldWindEnergyReport2012_final.pdf 
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quarter 2013. In the following sections there will be a review of the growth prospect from 3 

scenarios, Best case/Base case/Worst case. 

 

The forecasting is overall based upon the world wind energy association 2013 half-year report and 

the global wind energy outlook 2012 report. The world wind energy association predicts a negative 

growth in the wind turbine market in 2013, where the market is expected to fall to 35.700 MW, 

compared with the almost 45.000 MW installed in 2012.87  

 

By assuming that the 35.700 MW is the actual growth for 2013, then the world total installed 

capacity ends up to 317.058 MW. Furthermore Vestas has in their interim financial report of third 

quarter 2013, an expectation that their new installed capacity will end up to 4.500 MW.88 This 

would result in a market share of 12.61% by the end of 2013. This will be the starting point for each 

of the scenarios.  

6.3.1 Best case 
The best case scenario will be based upon the global wind energy outlook 2012 report, advanced 

scenario, which estimates a future total growth of 1.149.919 MW by the year 2020, with an annual 

new installed capacity of 130.000 MW.89 Hereby having an end target to reach, which indicates 

ambitious growth rates throughout the forecasting, and hereby assuming that the market difficulties 

are overcome, and have turned around by the end of 2013.  

 

(MW) Best case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 20 20E Terminal period
317.058 361.361 416.886 487.587 574.781 678.830 1.019.919 1.149.919 1.283.041
35.700 44.303 55.525 70.700 87.195 104.049 120.000 130.000 133.122

4.500 5.759 8.329 10.605 14.823 17.688 20.400 22.100 22.631

Vestas market share 12,61% 13,00% 15,00% 15,00% 17,00% 17 ,00% 17,00% 17,00% 17,00%

New installed capacity 
New installed capacity - Vestas

World total installed capacity 

 
Table 9 – Expected world growth rate (turnover) – Best case (own creation)90 

 

As can been seen in table 9 the new installed capacity dropped with almost 20% in 2013 compared 

to 2012. It is estimated that the combined market will in 2014 recover, and reach a capacity level 

close to 2012-level, which is a 24% increase, 44.303 MW. The reason for this significant increase is 

                                                 
87 http://www.wwindea.org/webimages/Half-year_report_2013.pdf 
88 Company announcement No. 47 – Interim financial report – third quarter 2013 p. 13 
89 http://www.greenpeace.de/fileadmin/gpd/user_upload/themen/energie/20121113-Global-Wind-Energy-Outlook-
Windenergieszenarien.pdf 
90 Appendix 8 (1/2-2/2) 
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to be found in the combination of several factors. Looking at the political and legislative influences, 

there is expected an increased support, upon the end of the financial crisis. This is to be found, in an 

increased focus on the environment in the coming COP gathering in 2015 Furthermore as 

sustainable energy sources is growing support in the society, the subsidies for the wind turbine 

industry is expected to increase significantly, in order to meet the publics wishes. From 2015-2017 

the installed capacity will increase in percentage year to year, which is to be found in that, we as a 

population is growing, and our need for energy is growing steadily. From 2018-2020 there is 

estimated with a slight drop in the steepness of the curve. As there currently has not been found a 

way of storing the energy from the wind turbines, it is expected that this technology will be 

developed in the near future, and thereby lowering the need for further wind turbines. Hereby 

reaching the goal of 1.149.919 MW by the end of 2020, furthermore for the coming years it is 

expected to stay at a level close to the level of 2020.             

 

Vestas market share is estimated to increase from 12.61% to 13% by the end of 2014. On the short 

term basis there is expected to be a harsh level of competitiveness in the market, and with Vestas 

only just have completed their substantial restructuring. It is only natural that the influence hereof, 

will take some years to be reflected in the market share. From 2015-2016 Vestas market share is 

expected to increase to 15%, as a consequence of them utilizing the economies of scale with their 

subcontractors. From 2017 and onwards is estimated that as Vestas moves into the offshore market, 

and their market share will increase to 17% hereof. With Vestas moving into the offshore market, it 

is estimated that, their developed floating wind turbine will also revolutionize the market, so that 

Vestas will be able to continue their dominants, as the leading manufacture.     

 

The forecasting of the revenue from wind turbines is based upon an average price per MW, based 

on the historic sales from wind turbines and installed number of MW. It is hereof estimated with a 

constant price per MW of 1 euro.91 This will be the base for all three scenarios. 

 

As can be seen from table 10, this will result in a sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 

equal to the expected installed capacity measured in MW. 

 

                                                 
91 Appendix 8 (1/2) 
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(mio. EUR) Best case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2 019E 2020E Terminal period
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500 5.759 8.329 10.605 14.823 17.688 20.400 22.100 22.631

1.000 1.100 1.210 1.331 1.464 1.611 1.772 1.949 2.144
30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30 30

5.530 6.889 9.569 11.966 16.317 19.329 22.202 24.079 24.804
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,36% 24,58% 38,89% 25,05% 36,36% 18,46% 14,86% 8,46% 3,01%
Revenue

Sale of service
Other

 
Table 10 – Expected Vestas growth rate (turnover) – Best case (own creation)92 

 

Vestas expects a sale of service for 2013 of 1.000 million euro, which will be the starting point of 

each of the scenarios.93 For the coming years it is estimated to grow steadily with 10% a year. It is 

not Vestas primary activity, however as they increase their market share throughout the period, it is 

expected, that this will as a consequence grow steadily. In regards to the forecasting of the revenue 

from other, it is based upon the 2011-2012 levels; it is hereof estimated with a constant revenue of 

30 million euro.  

6.3.2 Base case 
The base case scenario will, as the best case scenario, be based upon the global wind energy outlook 

2012 report, though the moderate scenario, which estimates a future total growth of 735.568 MW 

by the year 2020.94  

 

As can been seen in table 11, it is estimated that the combined market will in 2014-2015 still be 

recovering from the affects of 2013, and therefore only increase with around 8-13%. In addition 

hereof is the financial crisis and political turmoil, which will also slow the growth, especially in the 

European and American markets. The increase will though primarily be driven forward by the 

forthcoming COP gathering in 2015, as well as the increasing awareness in the society regarding 

sustainable energy.     

 

(MW) Base case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 20 20E Terminal period
317.058 355.701 399.495 450.002 508.253 575.433 651.568 735.568 819.568
35.700 38.643 43.794 50.508 58.250 67.180 76.135 84.000 85.500

4.500 5.024 5.693 7.071 8.155 9.405 10.659 11.760 11.970

Vestas market share 12,61% 13,00% 13,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14 ,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00%

World total installed capacity 
New installed capacity 
New installed capacity - Vestas

 
Table 11 – Expected world growth rate (turnover) – Base case (own creation)95 

 

                                                 
92 Appendix 8 (1/2-2/2) 
93 Company announcement No. 47 – Interim financial report – third quarter 2013 p. 13 
94 http://www.greenpeace.de/fileadmin/gpd/user_upload/themen/energie/20121113-Global-Wind-Energy-Outlook-
Windenergieszenarien.pdf 
95 Appendix 9 (1/2-2/2) 
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From 2016-2018 there is estimated with a growth prospect around the 15% a year, due to the 

subsidies being raised, as the governments again finding funds for the wind turbine industry, as the 

aftermaths of the financial crisis will be over. Though as wind turbines not having proven them self 

as the clear choice for a sustainable energy sources, it is estimated that the increase in subsidies will 

only partly influence the wind turbine industry, as alternative sources prove reliable results. From 

2019-2020 there is estimated with a slight drop in the curve to 13-10%, and heron a growth prospect 

of 1.79%. As in the best case scenario, it is estimated that in the near future there will be developed 

a way of storing the energy, from wind turbines produced at night, hereby optimizing their usage, 

which in turn lowers the demand for new wind turbines.    

 

Vestas market share is estimated to increase from 12.61% to 13% for 2014-2015. On the short term 

it is estimated with a fierce competitiveness, especially because of the many new suppliers, and that 

the 2 major competitors, GE and Siemens continue to gain new market shares. Vestas will though 

maintain their current position, because of their extensive know-how and experience in the field. It 

is estimated that, despite Vestas having moved into the offshore market with success, that there 

restructuring will have some difficulties associated. It will therefore not be until 2016 before their 

new organization is fully optimized, and hereby increasing their market share to 14%. As in the 

base case scenario this will result in the following revenue for their primary activity, see table 12. 

 

(mio. EUR) Base case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2 019E 2020E Terminal period
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500 5.024 5.693 7.071 8.155 9.405 10.659 11.760 11.970

1.000 1.080 1.166 1.260 1.360 1.469 1.587 1.714 1.851
20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20

5.520 6.124 6.880 8.351 9.536 10.895 12.266 13.494 13.841
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,50% 10,93% 12,35% 21,38% 14,19% 14,25% 12,59% 10,01% 2,57%
Revenue

Sale of service
Other

 
Table 12 – Expected Vestas growth rate (turnover) – Base case (own creation)96 

 

For the coming years it is estimated that Vestas sale of service will grow with an average of 8% a 

year. It is estimated that the position as market leader, will for Vestas be the primary goal for the 

coming years. There will therefore not be as much focus of their service department as the 

manufacturing of wind turbines. In terms of the revenue generated from other, it is based upon the 

historical figures for the period 2010-2012; it is hereof estimated with a constant revenue of 20 

million euro.  

 

                                                 
96 Appendix 9 (1/2-2/2) 
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6.3.3 Worst case 
The worst case scenario will, as the two previous scenarios, be based upon the global wind energy 

outlook 2012 report, though the worst scenario, which estimates a future total growth of 544.577 

MW by the year 2020.97  

 

As can been seen in table 13, the decline in installed capacity is estimated to continue on a 

downward slop with again almost 20% for 2014. This is mainly due to the development in the 

American market, which continues to invest rather little compared to previous years. As well as the 

financial crisis continue to frighten the banks, to lend out funding to new projects. From 2015 to 

2020 there is estimated to be a slight increase in capacity a year, ending at a level close to that of 

2010. The consequences of the financial crisis will be retreating, and the banks will slowly open op 

for the loans. As the green way continues to grow in the society, there is as well a goal of 

developing the cheapest energy. Wind turbines continue to be an expense investment, and from 

2015 and onward there will looked into cheaper alternative renewable energy sources.      

 

(MW) Worst case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2 020E Terminal period
317.058 345.656 375.207 406.037 438.510 472.714 508.057 544.577 581.899
35.700 28.598 29.550 30.830 32.473 34.204 35.343 36.520 36.800

4.500 3.432 3.251 3.083 3.247 3.420 3.534 3.652 3.680

Vestas market share 12,61% 12,00% 11,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10 ,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10,00%

World total installed capacity 
New installed capacity 
New installed capacity - Vestas

 
Table 13 – Expected world growth rate (turnover) – Worst case (own creation)98 

 

As can been seen from table 13, it is estimated that Vestas market share will decline significantly 

over the period, ending up on 10%. Vestas closest competitors are financially stronger, and have not 

been hit as hard as Vestas because of the financial crisis. It is therefore estimated, that they will 

cause a price war, in order to minimize the competition. Vestas would hereby have to settle for a 

third position in the overall market. Vestas restructuring will also for years to come influence their 

competitiveness. Since the moral amongst the employees is at an al time low, after the significant 

reduction in the work force. In addition it is estimated that, Vestas will take some years, to be able 

to utilize the economy of scale with their subcontractors.    

 

                                                 
97 http://www.greenpeace.de/fileadmin/gpd/user_upload/themen/energie/20121113-Global-Wind-Energy-Outlook-
Windenergieszenarien.pdf 
98 Appendix 10 (1/2-2/2) 
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As in the previous scenarios this will result in the following revenue for their primary activity, see 

table 14. For the coming years it is estimated that, Vestas sale of service will grow with an average 

of 6% a year. 

 

(mio. EUR) Worst case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500 3.432 3.251 3.083 3.247 3.420 3.534 3.652 3.680

1.000 1.060 1.124 1.191 1.262 1.338 1.419 1.504 1.594
16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16 16

5.516 4.508 4.390 4.290 4.526 4.775 4.969 5.172 5.290
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,56% -18,28% -2,61% -2,28% 5,50% 5,50% 4,07% 4,08% 2,29%
Revenue

Sale of service
Other

 
Table 14 – Expected Vestas growth rate (turnover) – Worst case (own creation)99 

 

It is estimated, that since Vestas will loose the position as market leader, that they will instead focus 

on alternative activities. This would be as a countermeasure for the decreasing market share, in 

order to maintain a sustainable revenue. In terms of the revenue generated from other, it is based 

upon the historical figures for the period 2008-2012; it is hereof estimated with a constant revenue 

of 16 million euro.  

6.4 EBIT-margin growth rate 
The EBIT-margin has historically speaking fluctuated significantly, though ending on a total of -

12.84% by the end of 2012. Despite having concluded on the core operating profit in the growth 

analysis, it is assed to be more accurate, to show the total EBIT-margin calculated on the original 

reformulated income statement. The forecasting of the other operating profit is based upon an 

average cost, based on the historic cost, 2007-2012. It is hereof estimated with a constant cost of -

118 million euro, and will be withdrawn for all years.100 This will be the base for all three scenarios. 

6.4.1 Best case 
The best case scenario for the EBIT-margin is shown in table 15, as can be seen the EBIT-margin is 

year to year increasing. 

 

Best case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Te rminal period
Core Total operating profit 221          414          670          838          1.142       1.353       1.554       1.686       1.724                    
Core EBIT - margin 4,00% 6,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 6,95%
Total operating profit 103          296          552          720          1.024       1.235       1.436       1.568       1.606                    
EBIT - margin 1,86% 4,29% 5,77% 6,02% 6,28% 6,39% 6,47% 6,51% 6,47%  

Table 15 – Expected Vestas growth rate (EBIT-margin) – Best case (own creation)101 
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In 2013 the EBIT-margin is just under 2%, which is due to the radical restructuring of their 

organisation. 2013 was a year where the total market dropped, which historically should result in a 

negative EBIT-margin. It is however assed that, the lowering of their manufacturing cost outweighs 

the lower turnover. Hereafter the EBIT-margin increase year after year, which is due to that, Vestas 

continue to optimize their cost management and utilize the economy of scale. Vestas will also in the 

future rely more and more on subcontractors, but it is estimated that, they will be able to buy parts 

cheaper then manufacturing them self, and thereby reduce their capital constraints.   

6.4.2 Base case 
The base scenario for the EBIT-margin is as the best case scenario, also pointing in the right 

direction, compared to the last couple of years. Looking at 2013 the EBIT-margin it is just shy of 

1%, as in the best case scenario the restructuring is to blame. The difference is to be found in the 

work force, it is assed, that it is not op to speed, and is highly influenced by the dismissal of many 

their colleagues, thereby not performing up to their best.  

 

Base case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Te rminal period
Core Total operating profit 166          245          344          501          667          763          859          810          835                       
Core EBIT - margin 3,00% 4,00% 5,00% 6,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 6,00% 6,00%
Total operating profit 48            127          226          383          549          645          741          692          717                       
EBIT - margin 0,86% 2,07% 3,28% 4,59% 5,76% 5,92% 6,04% 5,13% 5,15%  

Table 16 – Expected Vestas growth rate (EBIT-margin) – Base case (own creation)102 

 

It is estimated, that it will take some years, before they are a highly tuned work force. Vestas will 

have to cost management their manufacturing, as they will experience higher cost in the future with 

the increased sale. The research and development cost are expected to be increased in 2020, as it is 

an area, which needs to be invested in, if Vestas is to keep their market position.  

6.4.3 Worst case 
The worst case scenario shows a negative EBIT-margin for 2013, thereby continuing the trend from 

the previous years. Despite having lowered their work force, they will experience many difficulties, 

optimizing their manufacturing.  

Worst case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E T erminal period
Core Total operating profit 55            45            88            86            91            95            99            103          106                       
Core EBIT - margin 1,00% 1,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00%
Total operating profit -63           -73           -30           -32           -27           -23           -19           -15           -12                        
EBIT - margin -1,14% -1,62% -0,69% -0,75% -0,61% -0,47% -0,37% -0,28% -0,23%  

Table 17 – Expected Vestas growth rate (EBIT-margin) – Worst case (own creation)103 
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This is too due with the know-how lost in the dismissal of some of their work force. It is estimated, 

that it will take some years, before the remaining are up to speed. It is furthermore estimated, that 

Vestas chooses to not increase their budget for their research and development department, in order 

to minimize their costs. This will have a direct positive affect on the EBIT-margin. It is however 

assed, that with the lowered turnover, and no new development in the pipeline, that Vestas will 

throughout the period have a negative EBIT-margin.    

6.5 Assets turnover ratio growth rate 
The final face of the forecasting is to estimate the assets turnover ratio, hereby concluding on how 

effective Vestas will be in the near future in the various scenarios. 

6.5.1 Best case 
The inverse value of the asset turnover ratio has historically been increasing, ending up on at 0.41 

euro in assets to 1 euro worth of sale. Concluded in the previous analyses, Vestas has not been able 

to generate enough sales and return on its investments, which has resulted in increasing capital 

constraints in the operating assets. The turnover is on the other hand, as concluded previously, 

expected to increase significantly over the period. It is therefore estimated; that Vestas will on the 

short term, improve their capacity utilization, and hereby lowering their operating assets, as a 

consequence of their restructuring. It is though evident, that as the turnover increases, that the 

operating assets will follow. It is therefore estimated, that from 2015 and onward, that the inverse 

assets turnover ratio will increase to 0.4, as can been seen in table 18. 

 

Best case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Te rminal period
Avg. net operating assets 1.936       2.411       3.828       4.786       6.527       7.732       8.881       9.631       9.922                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,8571 2,8571 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,35 0,35 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40

Table 18 – Expected Vestas growth rate (Assets turnover ratio) – Best case (own creation)104 

6.5.2 Base case 
The base case scenario follows the same curve as the best case; the difference is though to be found 

in their capacity utilization and future operation. The work force is as previously concluded not up 

to speed. It will therefore take some time for the capacity utilisation to be perfected, and thereby 

have an affect, as can be seen in table 19.  

                                                                                                                                                                  
103 Appendix 10 (1/2-2/2) 
104 Appendix 8 (1/2-2/2) 
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Base case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Te rminal period

Avg. net operating assets 2.042       2.266       2.889       3.507       4.005       4.576       5.152       5.667       5.813                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,7027 2,7027 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,37 0,37 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42  

Table 19 – Expected Vestas growth rate (Assets turnover ratio) – Base case (own creation)105 

6.5.3 Worst case 
The negative trend from 2012 is estimated to continue into 2014, as a clear consequence of the 

lower revenue. From 2015 and onward the tendency is expecting to turn for the worse, as Vestas 

market share shrinks in, and thereby generate even less from their primary activity. The assets 

turnover ratio would be even less, if it had not been for the expected increase in sale of service over 

the period, as can be seen from table 20.  

 

Worst case 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Avg. net operating assets 2.262       1.848       2.019       1.973       2.082       2.196       2.286       2.379       2.433                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,4390 2,4390 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,41 0,41 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46  

Table 20 – Expected Vestas growth rate (Assets turnover ratio) – Worst case (own creation)106 

 

6.6 Conclusion on Forecasting  
Based on the strategic and the financial analysis, there has been established three forecasts for 

Vestas. In setting up the forecasts, the expectations to the future growth of the total market was 

based upon the global wind energy outlook 2012 report, which predicts three individual scenarios. 

These underlying factors have together formed the setting for the Best case/Base case/Worst case 

scenarios. 

 

In the forecasting, there has been focused on the key financial value drivers, and not all items, as it 

is deem not sensible, with the limitations of the thesis in mind. For each scenario there has been 

estimated on Vestas future market share, which in turn influences the revenue, and thereby the 

growth rate. Furthermore the EBIT-margin and inverse assets turnover ratio has been established.       

 

The base case scenario is valued, as being the most realistic and plausible future scenario for Vestas 

When looking at Vestas historic development and own aspirations for the future, in conjunction 

with it being based upon the global wind energy reports moderate scenario. It is therefore assumed, 

                                                 
105 Appendix 9 (1/2-2/2) 
106 Appendix 10 (1/2-2/2) 
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that the future development for Vestas will lie closest up to this scenario. The best and worst case 

scenario will therefore in contrast be less likely to occur. On this basis it is estimated with a 

weighted probability of 80% for the base scenario to occur, and the best and worst case are 

subsequently weighted 15% and 5%. The final valuation of Vestas will be based upon these 

weightings.   

7. Valuation  

The actual valuation will in the following section be performed, in order to determine whether the 

share price is under- or overvalued, relative to the cut-off date. When determining the market value 

of a company, the future earnings potential has a crucial influence. It has been estimated through the 

forecasting for three individual scenarios, and the weighted value of all scenarios will form the basis 

for the valuation.  

7.1 Selection of valuation model 
The indirect valuation is the method chosen to calculate Vestas market value. The DCF model is 

based on the companies free cash flow discounted to the present value, which is to be determined 

from the forecasting period. The advantage with this model is that, it is independent of Vestas 

accounting policies; on the other hand, the disadvantage is that, most of the calculated value has 

been derived from the calculation of the terminal value, which is based on assumptions on the 

future developments.107 

7.2 Cost of equity  
The first step is to calculate the cost of equity. It is defined as the rate of return, which investors can 

gain from other investments with the similar risk. The Capital Asset Pricing Model will form the 

basis, for determining the required rate. CAPM describes the relationship between the risk and 

expected return of a stock or portfolio. The model is based on, that the expected return of a stock or 

portfolio is equal to the interest rate for a risk-free asset plus a risk premium. The risk premium is 

defined as the beta value for the share multiplied with the difference between the return on the 

market portfolio and the risk-free interest rate.108       

 

 

 

                                                 
107 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 36-37 
108 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 43 
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CAPM is calculated using the following formula: 

( )fmfe rrrK −+= *β  

 Ke  = Cost of equity 

 Rf  = Risk-free interest rate 

β   = Beta 

 Rm  = Return on market portfolio 

7.2.1 Estimating the risk-free interest rate 
The risk-free interest rate is often determined on the basis of the rate of a 10-year government bond, 

as it is assed that the return hereof is without risk. In this case the risk-free rate is determined to 

3.22% on the average effective interest rate on a 10-year Danish government bond, see table 21. 

 

(%) 2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
Effective interest rate 4,3 4,3 3,4 3,8 4,3 4,3 3,6 2,9 2,7 1,5 3,51  

Table 21 – Effective interest rate of a 10-year Danish government bond (own creation)109 

7.2.2 Estimating the beta value 
The beta value is a measurement of the volatility for a specific share relative to the market portfolio. 

In an investment has a beta value of 0, then is assed to be a risk-free investment. On the other hand 

if the beta value is equal to 1, then it follows the market portfolio. For a beta value higher then 1, it 

is said, that the share is volatile, since it reacts more strongly than the market.110 

 

In the estimate of the beta value for Vestas, it has been based upon the average value from 

Bloomberg/Reuters/Financial Times/Proinvestor, see table 22. 

 

Beta
Bloomberg 1,28
Reuters 1,43
Financial Times 1,43
Proinvestor 1,34
Average 1,37  

Table 22 – Beta value for Vestas (own creation)111 

                                                 
109 http://www.statistikbanken.dk/statbank5a/default.asp?w=1280 
110 Ole Sørensen (Regnskabsanalyse og værdiansættelse – en praktisk tilgang) p. 44-46 
111 http://www.bloomberg.com / http://www.reuters.com/finance/stocks/overview?symbol=VWS.CO / 
http://markets.ft.com/research/Markets/Tearsheets/Summary?s=VWS:CPH / http://www.proinvestor.com/aktier/vestas-
wind-systems/VWS.CO 
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7.2.3 Estimating the market portfolio risk premium 
The market portfolio risk premium is a measurement of the excess return, which an investor in 

stocks expects in relation to an investment in a long term government bond. It can generally 

speaking be determined from one of two ways: 1) survey, where a number of investors are asked 

about their estimate to their expected risk premium 2) historical observations.  

 

In the further course the market portfolio risk premium is estimated to 4.5%. This is on the basis of 

the guidance from SKAT. It is their assessment, based on an overall assessment on several studied 

and recommendations, that the risk premium should be between 4-5%.112 

 

In view of the above estimates, the cost of equity can be calculated as follows: 

%5.4*37.1%51.3 +=eK  

%67.9=eK  

7.3 WACC  
Vestas has several types of investors, which are all likely to have different return requirements. In 

the valuation of Vestas it is therefore necessary to take all in to account, and for this purpose 

WACC is used. The weighted average cost of capital reflects the average minimum rate of return, 

which an investor requires to invest in the company. 

 

WACC is calculated using the following formula: 

( ) e
de

e
d

de

d K
MVMV

MV
tK

MVMV

MV
WACC *)(1**)(

+
+−

+
=  

MVd  = Debt ratio 

MVe  = Equity ratio 

Kd  = Cost of debt 

t  = Tax 

Ke  = Cost of equity 

The calculation of the debt ratio and equity ratio has been based on the market value, instead of the 

book value, as can bee seen from table 23.  

                                                 
112 
http://www.skat.dk/SKAT.aspx?oId=1813219&vId=208529&tree=expand#SKAT.aspx?oId=1813219&chk=208529&tr
ee=expand&_suid=1392303117306017322677049399337 
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Capital structure mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
Number of shares 185.204.103 185.204.103 197.723.281 203.704.103 203.704.103 203.704.103
Share price 31. december 74,0 40,7 42,6 23,6 8,3 4,3
Market value 13.705 7.538 8.423 4.807 1.691 876 6.173
Net financial liabilities -537 79 -35 717 662 1.044 322
Enterprise value 13.168 7.617 8.388 5.525 2.352 1.920 6.495

Equity ratio 104,08% 98,96% 100,42% 87,01% 71,87% 45,62% 95,05%
Debt ratio -4,08% 1,04% -0,42% 12,99% 28,13% 54,38% 4,95%  

Table 23 – Debt- and equity ratio (own creation) 

 

On average the ratio has been 95.05% in equity and 4.95% in debt financing over the past 6 years. It 

is however assed, that these ratios are to fare from how the development has been over the last three 

years, and would therefore not serve as accurate ratios. It is expected that Vestas will reduce their 

debt in the coming years, and it is therefore estimated, that the future capital structure will be with 

75% in equity and 25% debt financing.  

 

The cost of debt is an expression for the financial liabilities required rate of return, and is calculated 

by adding the risk-free rate with a specific risk component. The risk component can prove difficult 

to estimate, however one way to estimate it, is by looking at the historical average rate of return for 

the financial liabilities, see table 24.  

 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 Average
Total financial liabilities 174 150 123 351 914 920 439

Financial expenses -15 -20 -33 -53 -64 -92 -46
Financial expenses after tax -11 -15 -25 -40 -48 -69 -35
Interest rate (TFE/FEAT) 6,47% 10,00% 20,12% 11,32% 5,25% 7,50% 7,89%  

Table 24 – Average interest rate (own creation) 

 

As can be see hereof the average interest rate is calculated to 7.89%, and by calculating backwards 

using the following formula it is possible to estimate the risk component. 

rg = (rf + rs) * (1-t)  

7.89%  = (3.51% + rs) * (1-25%) 

rs  = 7.01% 

A risk component of 7.01% is considered to bee to high, when keeping in mind the development 

Vestas has been though since 1/1/13-30/9/13. It is instead assumed that the risk component is 3.5%, 

when looking at the financial risk relative to the historical development. As mentioned in the 

reformulations there is assumed a corporate tax rate of 25%, see section 5.2.2 
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In view of the above estimates, WACC can be calculated as follows: 

( ) %76.9*%75%251*%01.7*%25 +−=WACC  

%63.8=WACC  
 

7.4 Valuation of Vestas  
It is now possible to estimate the final valuation of Vestas for each of the three scenarios, based on 

the estimated forecasts. The valuation for the base scenario is calculated on the basis of the DCF 

model and controlled with the EVA model, as mentioned in paragraph 2.3, see table 25 and 26. 

 

To begin with the future cash flow for the forecasting period has been calculated, by subtracting the 

change in average net operating assets from the total operating profit. The discounting factor is 

calculated hereafter. (2013E: (1+8.63%)^-1). The present value of the cash flow is hereafter 

calculated by multiplying the FCF by the discounting factor, the results are hereafter added 

together. The terminal value represents the second period in the two period valuation model, and the 

present value is calculated as follow, (567/(8.63%-2.57%))^0.515706. As can be seen from the 

formula, it is assumed that the growth rate is not larger that WACC, since then the terminal value 

would be negative. It is assumed that the market value of the net financial liabilities is equal to the 

booked value of 2012, so by subtracting this from the enterprise value, the shareholder value is 

determined. The share price is thus DKK 158.66.  

 
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.042 2.266 2.889 3.507 4.005 4.576 5.152 5.667 5.813
Change Avg. net operating assets -883 223 624 618 498 571 576 516 146

FCF 931 -96 -398 -235 52 74 165 176 567

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF 856,78 -81,67 -310,27 -168,64 34,30 44,93 92,25 90,69

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 558,37
Present value of terminalvalue 4.824,22
Enterprise value 5.382,59
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 4.338,27
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 21,30
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 158,66  

Table 25 – Valuation of base case – DCF (own creation) 113 

 

                                                 
113 Appendix 14 
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Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
(WACC*Net operating assets) 252 176 196 249 303 346 395 445 489

EVA -205 -49 30 134 247 299 346 247 223

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF -188,60 -41,79 23,75 96,00 163,16 181,95 193,68 127,40

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 555,56
Present value of terminalvalue 1.901,51
Enterprise value 5.382,59
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 4.338,27
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 21,30
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 158,66  

Table 26 – Valuation of base case – EVA (own creation) 114 

 

Vestas share price was according to Bloomberg the 30th September 2013, DKK 139.01.115 It is 

therefore concluded that the share price is undervalued with DKK 19.56 compared to the base 

scenario. The results for all three scenarios are shown in table 26. 

 

Best Base Worst
Value per share in EUR 54,84 21,30 -5,79
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 408,57 158,66 -43,16  

Table 27 – Share price – Vestas (own creation) 116 

 
As mentioned in paragraph 6.6, there is estimated that the base case scenario is the most likely 

scenario for the future of Vestas with a weighted probability of 80%, and the best and worst case 

with respectively 15% and 5%. The final valuation of Vestas is calculated on the basis of these 

weights as can be seen in table 27.    

 

Weight Value per share in EUR Value per share in DKK (7.45)
Best 15% 54,84 408,57
Base 80% 21,30 158,66
Worst 5% 0,00 0,00

100% 25,26 188,22  
Table 28 – Weighted share price – Vestas (own creation) 

 

                                                 
114 Appendix 15 
115 Appendix 11 
116 Appendix 12-17 
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The weighted share price of Vestas is thereby estimated to be DKK 188.22, which is an 

undervaluation of DKK 49.12, making the share an attractive investment. For the worst case 

scenario the share price resulted in a negative value, hereby indicating that Vestas would go 

bankrupt, it is therefore in the calculation set as a zero value.   

7.5 Sensitivity analysis  
The valuation is based upon three individual forecasts, which estimate the expected growth rate for 

Vestas on the basis of the performed analyzes and best bid. On top of this WACC has a key 

influence on the outcome from the DCF and EVA models. The final estimate may therefore be 

subject to some uncertainty, and there will therefore in the following paragraph, be performed a 

sensitivity analysis on the basis of changes in WACC. Hereby providing an insight into how the 

share price is affected by small changes. The following tables display the outcome of the valuation, 

if WACC is changed with +1% and -1%. 

 

As can be seen in table 29 and 30, a change in WACC with +1% has a significant influence on the 

final valuation.  

 

WACC+1% Best Base Worst
Value per share in EUR 42,31 16,47 -5,22
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 315,23 122,67 -38,90  

Table 29 – Share price – Vestas (own creation) 117 

 

Weight Value per share in EUR Value per share in DKK (7.45)
Best 15% 42,31 315,23
Base 80% 16,47 122,67
Worst 5% 0,00 0,00

100% 19,52 145,42  
Table 30 – Weighted share price – Vestas (own creation) 

 

Compared to the previous valuation, the share price is now estimated to DKK 145.42, which still 

indicates, that Vestas is an undervalued share to invest in. It is however fare less attractive, 

compared to earlier results, see appendix 18-23 for further calculations in DCF and EVA. 

 

                                                 
117 Appendix 18-23 
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As a contrast a change in WACC with -1% results in a fare more attractive share price, and 

indicates, that the share price is undervalued with DKK 110.82, compared to the cut of date, see 

appendix 24-29 for further calculations in DCF and EVA.  

 

WACC-1% Best Base Worst
Value per share in EUR 73,24 28,20 -6,59
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 545,66 210,09 -49,07  

Table 31 – Share price – Vestas (own creation) 118 

 

Weight Value per share in EUR Value per share in DKK (7.45)
Best 15% 73,24 545,66
Base 80% 28,20 210,09
Worst 5% 0,00 0,00

100% 33,55 249,92  
Table 30 – Weighted share price – Vestas (own creation) 

 
It is estimated that the original calculated WACC is correct, hereby confirming the original 

valuation is accurate. The sensitivity analysis however provides a clear picture of how influential 

the share price is to small changes. 

8. Conclusion 

The financial crisis has had a significant impact on nearly all of the worlds various industries. 

Where some markets are slowly recovering, and reaching the same level of profitability as prior 

years, the wind turbine industry differs. A wind turbine is an expensive investment, and the power 

generated hereof, is without subsidies currently not competitive compared to traditional energy 

sources. Additionally wind energy might currently be the most recognised alternative energy 

source, though as long as they have not clearly established themselves as it, there will be continued 

to look into alternatives. The wind turbine manufactures are therefore, not only competing against 

the manufactures in the same industry, but all manufactures of alternative energy sources.  

 

Vestas has since their first installed wind turbine in 1979, been at the frontier of wind turbine 

manufacturing. Having been seen upon as a clear market leader, there have in recent years been 

raised doubts to them as an organisation, which is evident, when looking at their development in 

share prices.  

                                                 
118 Appendix 24-29 
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The aim of this thesis is therefore, to aid potential new investors, to whether or not to invest in 

Vestas. The share has since the 1st of January 2013 to the cut off date, 30th September 2013; 

increased with more than 336%, which by it self would attract most investors. An increase of this 

magnitude, will however also deter some investors, as to whether there is an actual potential value 

in Vestas, or if it is a bobble.  The thesis will therefore, to clarify this issue, be based upon the 

following main problem statement: 

 

What is Vestas real value and is it in correlation with the share price of September 30th 2013? 

 

To aid potential investors, there has been performed a valuation of Vestas. A valuation is though 

based upon the future expectations to the company in question, and it is therefore, essential to firstly 

get an as extensive background knowledge, before setting off.  

 

After having gone through the historical development of Vestas, and their achievements, there has 

been looked closer into them as an organisation, their position in the market, and the industry in 

which they operate. To illuminate these key areas, a strategic analysis of Vestas has been 

performed. Through an internal and external analysis a closer understanding of Vestas has been 

established.  

 

From the internal analysis, it was evident, that Vestas has a countermeasure, gone through a radical 

restructuring, in order to adapt to the changing market conditions. This restructuring, though 

necessary to survive in the market, has had a negative influence on the work force. Having cut 

down on headcounts has made the remaining nervous, as to whether they might be next, which as a 

consequence lowers their productivity. The confidence in the management is therefore questionable 

at best, and to regain the trust, will therefore require positive results on the bottom line.    

 

Being an international organisation, Vestas is not only influenced by the Danish market, but the 

state of the entire global economy. The financial crisis has therefore forced Vestas, to focus on 

alternative markets then their traditional ones. The Chinese and American markets have proven to 

be the most willing countries in new investments, and a position on these markets is therefore 

essential to survive.  
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Before estimating on the future growth rate for Vestas, it was necessary to also look into the 

development in the key financial figures. A reformulation of the financial figures from 2007-2012 

was though needed, to conclude on the actual development. The financial analysis exposed the 

reasons for the negative development, Vestas has been through. Looking at the EBIT-margin 

development for example, the recent negative figures are among others, as a direct consequence of 

the increased manufacturing costs per unit. It was also concluded, when looking at the inverse 

assets turnover ratio, that Vestas ability to generate a profit from its investments had deteriorated, 

hereby causing and increased ratio. 

 

The predicted forecast for Vestas was established, on the basis of the results from the strategic and 

financial analyses. As a forecast is a sort of conclusion on various factors and there importance, it 

was concluded, that a Best case/Base case/Worst case scenario would prove most accurate. The 

weighted probability hereof would then help, to conclude on the final share price.       

          

From the established forecasts it was possible, to calculate the final share price with the help of the 

DCF and EVA model. Through here it was estimated, that Vestas share was undervalued with DKK 

49.12, relative to the cut off date. With a final share price of DKK 188.22, it has been concluded, 

that the share is an attractive investment.       
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10. Appendix  

Appendix 1 – Official financial figures for Vestas Wind System A/S 

1/3 
Consolidated Income Statements - official (2007-201 2) 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Revenue 3.828       5.904       5.079       6.920       5.836       7.216       
Cost of sales -3.244      -4.779      -4.243      -5.745      -5.111      -6.420      
Gross profit 584          1.125       836          1.175       725          796          

Research and development costs -124         -119         -92           -150         -203         -255         
Selling and distribution costs -99           -181         -178         -206         -208         -204         
Administrative expenses -159         -211         -315         -351         -352         -333         
Operating profit before one-off costs 202          614          251          468          -38           4              

One-off costs -           -           -           -158         -22           -701         
Operating profit 202          614          251          310          -60           -697         

Income from investments in associates -           -           1              -           1              -2             
Financial income 19            66            14            22            26            78            
Financial expenses -19           -20           -62           -94           -120         -92           
Profit before tax 202          660          204          238          -153         -713         

Corporation tax -98           -190         -79           -82           -13           -250         
Profit for the year 104          470          125          156          -166         -963           
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Appendix 1 – Official financial figures for Vestas Wind System A/S 

2/3 
Considated balance sheet - Assets (2007-2012) 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Goodwill 320          320          320          320          320          216          
Completed development projects 48            60            99            169          577          485          
Software 34            62            73            88            90            64            
Development projects in progress 105          202          320          457          256          251          
Total intangible assets 507          644          812          1.034       1.243       1.016       

Land and buildings 261          433          661          867          1.020       785          
Plant and machinery 143          159          230          304          387          220          
Other fixtures and fittings, tools and equipment 116          167          216          248          326          218          
Property, plant and equipment in progress 118          271          354          285          165          63            
Total property, plant and equipment 638          1.030       1.461       1.704       1.898       1.286       

Investments in associates 1              1              1              4              4              1              
Other receivables 13            25            16            25            44            32            
Deferred tax 263          186          384          224          333          146          
Total other non-current assets 277          212          401          253          381          179          
Total non-current assets 1.422       1.886       2.674       2.991       3.522       2.481       

Inventories 2.260       2.867       3.929       2.735       2.546       2.244       
Trade receivables 660          938          525          624          663          792          
Construction contracts in progress -           123          16            40            147          21            
Other receivables 157          181          234          277          395          389          
Corporation tax 35            49            93            64            41            63            
Investments -           121          -           -           -           -           
Cash at bank and in hand 764          162          488          335          375          851          
Total current assets 3.876       4.441       5.285       4.075       4.167       4.360       

Non-current assets held for sale -           -           -           -           -           131          

Total assets 5.298       6.327       7.959       7.066       7.689       6.972        
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Appendix 1 – Official financial figures for Vestas Wind System A/S 

3/3 
Considated balance sheet - Equity and liabilities ( 2007-2012) 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Share capital 25            25            27            27            27            27            
Other reserves -3             -78           -41           9              7              5              
Retained earnings 1.166       1.640       2.556       2.718       2.542       1.590       
Total equity 1.188       1.587       2.542       2.754       2.576       1.622       

Deferred tax 3              9              121          6              12            17            
Provisions 139          122          137          139          145          175          
Pension obligations 2              2              2              2              2              2              
Financial debts 125          14            339          910          914          1.458       
Total non-current liabilities 269          147          599          1.057       1.073       1.652       

Prepayments from customers 2.328       2.677       2.889       1.546       1.865       1.716       
Construction contracts in progress -           80            -           15            38            77            
Trade payables 889          1.030       1.062       1.120       1.563       1.008       
Provisions 255          260          274          223          170          159          
Financial debts 25            109          12            4              6              293          
Other liabilities 271          395          436          323          356          412          
Corporation tax 73            42            145          24            42            33            
Total current liabilities 3.841       4.593       4.818       3.255       4.040       3.698       

Total liabilities 4.110       4.740       5.417       4.312       5.113       5.350       

Total equity and liabilities 5.298       6.327       7.959       7.066       7.689       6.972        
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Appendix 2 – Reformulated equity statement (2007-20 12) 
Reformulated equity statement (2007-2012) 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Equity at 1 January 1.121       1.188       1.587       2.542        2.754       2.576       
Equity at 31 December 1.188       1.587       2.542       2.754        2.576       1.622       
Share based payment previous year -           3              6              8               14            21            
Share based payment in the year 3              3              2              6               7              11            
Equity at 1 January 1.121       1.185       1.581       2.534        2.740       2.555       

Transactions with owners
Capital increase -           -           802          -            -           -           
Costs of capital increase -           -           -10           -            -           -           
Acquisition of trasury shares -30           -           -1             -            -17           -           
Difference -30           -           791          -            -17           -           

Total comprehensive income for the year
Profit for the year 104          470          125          156           -166         -963         
Exchange rate adjustment from conversion to EUR -           -           2              -4              6              -9             
Exchange rate adjustments relating to foreign entities -10           -43           13            42             18            -11           
Fair value adjustments of derivative financial instruments 4              -37           -8             10             -24           -           

Difference 94            396          162          206           -168         -965         

Equity at 31 December 1.185       1.581       2.534       2.740        2.555       1.590       

Return on equity (ROE) 8,15% 28,63% 7,87% 7,81% -6,35% -46,56%
Comprehensive income / ((Equity 1 jan + 31 dec) / 2)

Fair value adjustments of derivative financial instruments 
transferred to the income statement (cost of sales) -3             -4             38            8               -10           24            
Tax on derivative financial instruments and other 
comprehensive income -1             10            -8             -6              8              -6             
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Appendix 3 – Reformulated Income Statements (2007-2 012) 
Reformulated Income Statements (2007-2012) 

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 3.608       5.493       4.569       6.283       5.115       6.298       
Sale of service 215          396          504          623          705          886          
Other 5              15            6              14            16            32            
Cost of sales -3.244      -4.779      -4.243      -5.745      -5.111      -6.420      
Gross profit 584          1.125       836          1.175       725          796          

Research and development costs -124         -119         -92           -150         -203         -255         
Selling and distribution costs -99           -181         -178         -206         -208         -204         
Administrative expenses -159         -211         -315         -351         -352         -333         
Difference -382         -511         -585         -707         -763         -792         
Operating profit from sale before tax 202          614          251          468          -38           4              

Operation tax expense -98           -179         -91           -140         -42           -429         
Operating profit from sale after tax 104          436          160          329          -80           -425         

Other operating profit
Other operating income -           -           -           -158         -22           -701         
Exchange rate adjustments -4             33            -29           -41           -56           37            
Difference -4             33            -29           -199         -78           -664         
Other operation tax expense 1              -8             7              50            20            166          
Difference -3             25            -22           -149         -59           -498         
Share of profit from investments in associates -           -           1              -           1              -2             
Exchange rate adjustment from conversion to EUR -           -           2              -4             6              -9             
Exchange rate adjustments relating to foreign entities -10           -43           13            42            18            -11           

Difference -13           -50           16            -99           -60           -502         
Total operating profit 91            385          176          229          -140         -927         

Financial income 19            33            14            22            26            41            
Financial expenses -15           -20           -33           -53           -64           -92           
Difference 4              13            -19           -31           -38           -51           
Tax effect -1             -3             5              8              10            13            
Net financial expenses after tax 3              10            -14           -23           -29           -38           

Total profit of the year 94            395          162          206          -168         -965         

Tax rate 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Reported tax expenses 98            190          79            82            13            250          
Tax advantage -1             -3             5              8              10            13            
Other operation tax expense 1              -8             7              50            20            166          
Operation tax expense 98            179          91            140          42            429          

Fair value adjustments of derivative financial 
instruments transferred to the income statement (cost of 
sales)
Tax on derivative financial instruments and other 
comprehensive income -6             8              -6             -8             10            -1             

24            -10           8              38            -4             -3             

10            -24           -           
Fair value adjustments of derivative financial 
instruments 4              -38           -8             
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Appendix 4 – Reformulated balance (2007-2012) 
Reformulated balance (2007-2012) 

mio. EUR 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Core operating assets
Goodwill 320 320          320          320          320          320          216          
Completed development projects 69 48            60            99            169          577          485          
Software 8 34            62            73            88            90            64            
Development projects in progress 81 105          202          320          457          256          251          
Land and buildings 230 261          433          661          867          1.020       785          
Plant and machinery 128 143          159          230          304          387          220          
Other fixtures and fittings, tools and equipment 99 116          167          216          248          326          218          
Property, plant and equipment in progress 33 118          271          354          285          165          63            
Other receivables 22 13            25            16            25            44            32            
Deferred tax 217 263          186          384          224          333          146          
Inventories 1232 2.260       2.867       3.929       2.735       2.546       2.244       
Trade receivables 711 660          938          525          624          663          792          
Construction contracts in progress 0 -           123          16            40            147          21            
Other receivables 123 157          181          234          277          395          389          
Corporation tax 14 35            49            93            64            41            63            
Operating cash flow (2% of revenue) 76 77            118          102          138          117          144          
Total core operating assets 3.363       4.610       6.161       7.572       6.865       7.427       6.133       

Core operating liabilities
Deferred tax 3 3              9              121          6              12            17            
Provisions 344 394          382          411          362          315          334          
Pension obligations 3 2              2              2              2              2              2              
Prepayments from customers 1060 2.328       2.677       2.889       1.546       1.865       1.716       
Construction contracts in progress 0 -           80            -           15            38            77            
Trade payables 807 889          1.030       1.062       1.120       1.563       1.008       
Other liabilities 188 271          395          436          323          356          412          
Share based payments 0 3              6              8              14            21            32            
Corporation tax 32 73            42            145          24            42            33            
Total core operating liabilities 2.437       3.963       4.623       5.074       3.412       4.214       3.631       

Core net operating assets 926          647          1.538       2.498       3.453       3.213       2.502       

Non-core operating assets
Investments in associates 0 1              1              1              4              4              1              
Investments 0 -           121          -           -           -           -           
Non-current assets held for sale 0 -           -           -           -           -           131          
Total non-core operating assets -           1              122          1              4              4              132          

Net operating assets 926          648          1.660       2.499       3.457       3.217       2.634       

Financial assets
Cash at bank and in hand 369 687          44            386          197          258          707          
Total financial assets 369          687          44            386          197          258          707          

Financial liabilities
Non-current liabilities 163 125          14            339          910          914          1.458       
Current liabilities 11 25            109          12            4              6              293          
Total financial liabilities 174          150          123          351          914          920          1.751       

Net financial liabilities -195         -537         79            -35           717          662          1.044       

Equity 1.121       1.185       1.581       2.534       2.740       2.555       1.590        
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Appendix 5 – Decomposition of ROE (2007-2012)  

(DuPont pyramid)  

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

1.153          1.383       2.058       2.637       2.648       2.073       

787             1.154       2.079       2.978       3.337       2.926       

-366            -229         22            341          690          853          

Total profit of the year
Avg. ordinary equity

Total operating profit 
Avg. net operating assets

Avg. net financial liabilities
Avg. ordinary equity

Level of Avg. net operating assets
capitalization: Avg. ordinary equity

Control of 
FGEAR: Level of capitalizarion - FGEAR = 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

Net financial expenses after tax
Avg. net financial liabilities

SPREAD ROIC - r 10,75% 29,13% -56,80% 0,88% -8,31% -36,16%

Control of 
ROE: ROIC + (FGEAR * (ROIC-r)) 8,15% 28,56% 7,87% 7,81% -6,35% -46,56%

Total operating profit 
Revenue

Assets turnover Revenue
ratio: Avg. net operating assets

1/Assets turnover ratio 0,2055 0,1954 0,4094 0,4303 0,5718 0,4054

Control of
ROIC: EBIT-margin * Assets turnover ratio 11,57% 33,39% 8,48% 7,70% -4,18% -31,68%

3,31% -2,39% -12,84%

4,8654 5,1169 2,4426 2,3237 1,7488 2,4666

EBIT - margin 2,38% 6,53% 3,47%

126,05% 141,16%

r 0,82% 4,25% 65,28% 6,82% 4,13% 4,48%

68,24% 83,43% 101,06% 112,93%

-31,68%

FGEAR: -31,76% -16,57% 1,06% 12,93% 26,05% 41,16%

7,81% -6,35% -46,56%

ROIC: 11,57% 33,39% 8,48% 7,70% -4,18%

8,15%

Decomposition of ROE (2007-2012) 

ROE: 28,56% 7,87%

Avg. ordinary equity

Avg. net operating assets

Avg. net financial liabilities
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Appendix 6 – Reformulated Income Statements divided  into Core and Unusual items 
(2007-2012) 
Reformulated Income Statements divided into Core an d Unusual items (2007-2012)

mio. EUR 2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012

Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 3.608       5.493       4.569       6.283       5.115       6.298       
Sale of service 215          396          504          623          705          886          
Other 5              15            6              14            16            32            
Cost of sales -3.244      -4.779      -4.243      -5.745      -5.111      -6.420      
Core Gross profit 584          1.125       836          1.175       725          796          

Research and development costs -124         -119         -92           -150         -203         -255         
Selling and distribution costs -99           -181         -178         -206         -208         -204         
Administrative expenses -159         -211         -315         -351         -352         -333         
Difference -382         -511         -585         -707         -763         -792         
Core Operating profit from sale before tax 202          614          251          468          -38           4              

Operation tax expense -98           -179         -91           -140         -42           -429         
Core Operating profit from sale after tax 104          436          160          329          -80           -425         

Core Other operating profit
Share of profit from investments in associates -           -           1              -           1              -2             

Core Total operating profit 104          436          161          329          -79           -427         

Unusual items
Special items -           -           -           -158         -22           -701         
Exchange rate adjustments -4             33            -29           -41           -56           37            
Difference -4             33            -29           -199         -78           -664         
Tax expense 1              -8             7              50            20            166          
Difference -3             25            -22           -149         -59           -498         
Exchange rate adjustment from conversion to EUR -           -           2              -4             6              -9             
Exchange rate adjustments relating to foreign entities -10           -43           13            42            18            -11           

Tax on derivative financial instruments and other 
comprehensive income -1             10            -8             -6             8              -6             
Difference -13           -50           15            -99           -61           -500         
Total operating profit 91            385          176          229          -140         -927         

Financial income 19            33            14            22            26            41            
Financial expenses -15           -20           -33           -53           -64           -92           
Difference 4              13            -19           -31           -38           -51           
Tax effect -1             -3             5              8              10            13            
Net financial expenses after tax 3              10            -14           -23           -29           -38           

Total profit of the year 94            395          162          206          -168         -965         

Tax rate 25% 25% 25% 25% 25% 25%
Reported tax expenses 98            190          79            82            13            250          
Tax advantage -1             -3             5              8              10            13            
Unusual tax expense 1              -8             7              50            20            166          
Operation tax expense 98            179          91            140          42            429          

Fair value adjustments of derivative financial 
instruments transferred to the income statement (cost of 24            -10           8              38            -4             -3             

10            -24           -           
Fair value adjustments of derivative financial 
instruments 4              -38           -8             
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Appendix 7 – Growth analysis (2007-2012) 
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Appendix 8 – Forecast analysis – Best case (2013-20 20)  
1/2 

Best case

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
(MW)
World total installed capacity 93.919    120.894  159.742  196.944  236.749  281.358  
New installed capacity 19.807    26.975    38.848    37.202    39.805    44.609    
Development in total installed capacity (%) 36,19% 44,01% -4,24% 7,00% 12,07%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.974      6.160      6.131      4.057      5.054      6.171      

Vestas market share 25,11% 22,84% 15,78% 10,91% 12,70% 13,83%
Price per MW (euro) 0,73 0,89 0,75 1,55 1,01 1,02

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 3.608      5.493      4.569      6.283      5.115      6.298      
Sale of service 215         396         504         623         705         886         
Other 5             15           6             14           16           32           

Revenue 3.828      5.904      5.079      6.920      5.836      7.216      
Development in Vestas revenue (%) 54,23% -13,97% 36,25% -15,66% 23,65%

Core Total operating profit 104         436         161         329         -79          -427        
Core EBIT - margin 2,72% 7,38% 3,17% 4,75% -1,35% -5,91%
Total operating profit 91 385 176 229 -140 -927

EBIT - margin 2,38% 6,53% 3,47% 3,31% -2,39% -12,84%

Avg. net operating assets 787         1.154      2.079      2.978      3.337      2.926      
Assets turnover
ratio: 4,8654 5,1169 2,4426 2,3237 1,7488 2,4666
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,21 0,20 0,41 0,43 0,57 0,41

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 8 – Forecast analysis – Best case (2013-20 20)  
2/2 

Best case
2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal pe riod

(MW)
World total installed capacity 317.058 361.361 416.886 487.587 574.781 678.830 1.019.919 1.149.919 1.283.041             
New installed capacity 35.700 44.303 55.525 70.700 87.195 104.049 120.000 130.000 133.122                
Development in total installed capacity (%) -19,97% 24,10% 25,33% 27,33% 23,33% 19,33% 15,33% 8,33% 2,40%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.500      5.759      8.329      10.605    14.823    17.688    20.400    22.100    22.631                  

Vestas market share 12,61% 13,00% 15,00% 15,00% 17,00% 17,00% 17,00% 17,00% 17,00%
Price per MW (euro) 1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1                           

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500      5.759      8.329      10.605    14.823    17.688    20.400    22.100    22.631                  
Sale of service 1.000      1.100      1.210      1.331      1.464      1.611      1.772      1.949      2.144                    
Other 30           30           30           30           30           30           30           30           30                         

Revenue 5.530      6.889      9.569      11.966    16.317    19.329    22.202    24.079    24.804                  
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,36% 24,58% 38,89% 25,05% 36,36% 18,46% 14,86% 8,46% 3,01%

Core Total operating profit 221         414         670         838         1.142      1.353      1.554      1.686      1.724                    
Core EBIT - margin 4,00% 6,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 6,95%
Total operating profit 103         296         552         720         1.024      1.235      1.436      1.568      1.606                    

EBIT - margin 1,86% 4,29% 5,77% 6,02% 6,28% 6,39% 6,47% 6,51% 6,47%

Avg. net operating assets 1.936      2.411      3.828      4.786      6.527      7.732      8.881      9.631      9.922                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,8571 2,8571 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000 2,5000
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,35 0,35 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40 0,40

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 9 – Forecast analysis – Base case (2013-20 20)  
1/2 

Base case

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012
(MW)
World total installed capacity 93.919    120.894  159.742  196.944  236.749  281.358  
New installed capacity 19.807    26.975    38.848    37.202    39.805    44.609    
Development in total installed capacity (%) 36,19% 44,01% -4,24% 7,00% 12,07%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.974      6.160      6.131      4.057      5.054      6.171      

Vestas market share 25,11% 22,84% 15,78% 10,91% 12,70% 13,83%
Price per MW (euro) 0,73 0,89 0,75 1,55 1,01 1,02

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 3.608      5.493      4.569      6.283      5.115      6.298      
Sale of service 215         396         504         623         705         886         
Other 5             15           6             14           16           32           

Revenue 3.828      5.904      5.079      6.920      5.836      7.216      
Development in Vestas revenue (%) 54,23% -13,97% 36,25% -15,66% 23,65%

Core Total operating profit 104         436         161         329         -79          -427        
Core EBIT - margin 2,72% 7,38% 3,17% 4,75% -1,35% -5,91%
Total operating profit 91           385         176         229         -140        -927        

EBIT - margin 2,38% 6,53% 3,47% 3,31% -2,39% -12,84%

Avg. net operating assets 787         1.154      2.079      2.978      3.337      2.926      
Assets turnover
ratio: 4,8654 5,1169 2,4426 2,3237 1,7488 2,4666
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,21 0,20 0,41 0,43 0,57 0,41

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 9 – Forecast analysis – Base case (2013-20 20)  
2/2 

Base case

2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal perio d
(MW)
World total installed capacity 317.058 355.701 399.495 450.002 508.253 575.433 651.568 735.568 819.568                
New installed capacity 35.700 38.643 43.794 50.508 58.250 67.180 76.135 84.000 85.500                  
Development in total installed capacity (%) -19,97% 8,24% 13,33% 15,33% 15,33% 15,33% 13,33% 10,33% 1,79%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.500      5.024      5.693      7.071      8.155      9.405      10.659    11.760    11.970                  

Vestas market share 12,61% 13,00% 13,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00% 14,00%
Price per MW (euro) 1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1                           

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500      5.024      5.693      7.071      8.155      9.405      10.659    11.760    11.970                  
Sale of service 1.000      1.080      1.166      1.260      1.360      1.469      1.587      1.714      1.851                    
Other 20           20           20           20           20           20           20           20           20                         

Revenue 5.520      6.124      6.880      8.351      9.536      10.895    12.266    13.494    13.841                  
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,50% 10,93% 12,35% 21,38% 14,19% 14,25% 12,59% 10,01% 2,57%

Core Total operating profit 166         245         344         501         667         763         859         810         830                       
Core EBIT - margin 3,00% 4,00% 5,00% 6,00% 7,00% 7,00% 7,00% 6,00% 6,00%
Total operating profit 48           127         226         383         549         645         741         692         712                       
EBIT - margin 0,86% 2,07% 3,28% 4,59% 5,76% 5,92% 6,04% 5,13% 5,15%

Avg. net operating assets 2.042      2.266      2.889      3.507      4.005      4.576      5.152      5.667      5.813                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,7027 2,7027 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810 2,3810
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,37 0,37 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42 0,42

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 10 – Forecast analysis – Worst case (2013- 2020)  
1/2 

Worst case

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013E
(MW)
World total installed capacity 93.919    120.894  159.742  196.944  236.749  281.358  317.058
New installed capacity 19.807    26.975    38.848    37.202    39.805    44.609    35.700
Development in total installed capacity (%) 36,19% 44,01% -4,24% 7,00% 12,07% -19,97%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.974      6.160      6.131      4.057      5.054      6.171      4.500      

Vestas market share 25,11% 22,84% 15,78% 10,91% 12,70% 13,83% 12,61%
Price per MW (euro) 0,73 0,89 0,75 1,55 1,01 1,02 1             

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 3.608      5.493      4.569      6.283      5.115      6.298      4.500      
Sale of service 215         396         504         623         705         886         1.000      
Other 5             15           6             14           16           32           20           

Revenue 3.828      5.904      5.079      6.920      5.836      7.216      5.520      
Development in Vestas revenue (%) 54,23% -13,97% 36,25% -15,66% 23,65% -23,50%

Core Total operating profit 104         436         161         329         -79          -427        55           
Core EBIT - margin 2,72% 7,38% 3,17% 4,75% -1,35% -5,91% 1,00%
Total operating profit 91           385         176         229         -140        -927        -63          
EBIT - margin 2,38% 6,53% 3,47% 3,31% -2,39% -12,84% -1,14%

Avg. net operating assets 787         1.154      2.079      2.978      3.337      2.926      2.250      
Assets turnover
ratio: 4,8654 5,1169 2,4426 2,3237 1,7488 2,4666 2,4533
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,21 0,20 0,41 0,43 0,57 0,41 0,41

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 10 – Forecast analysis – Worst case (2013- 2020)  
2/2 

Worst case

2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal pe riod
(MW)
World total installed capacity 317.058 345.656 375.207 406.037 438.510 472.714 508.057 544.577 581.899                
New installed capacity 35.700 28.598 29.550 30.830 32.473 34.204 35.343 36.520 36.800                  
Development in total installed capacity (%) -19,97% -19,89% 3,33% 4,33% 5,33% 5,33% 3,33% 3,33% 0,77%

New installed capacity - Vestas 4.500      3.432      3.251      3.083      3.247      3.420      3.534      3.652      3.680                    

Vestas market share 12,61% 12,00% 11,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10,00% 10,00%
Price per MW (euro) 1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1             1                           

mio. EUR
Sale of wind turbines and wind power systems 4.500      3.432      3.251      3.083      3.247      3.420      3.534      3.652      3.680                    
Sale of service 1.000      1.060      1.124      1.191      1.262      1.338      1.419      1.504      1.594                    
Other 16           16           16           16           16           16           16           16           16                         

Revenue 5.516      4.508      4.390      4.290      4.526      4.775      4.969      5.172      5.290                    
Development in Vestas revenue (%) -23,56% -18,28% -2,61% -2,28% 5,50% 5,50% 4,07% 4,08% 2,29%

Core Total operating profit 55           45           88           86           91           95           99           103         106                       
Core EBIT - margin 1,00% 1,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00% 2,00%
Total operating profit -63          -73          -30          -32          -27          -23          -19          -15          -12                        
EBIT - margin -1,14% -1,62% -0,69% -0,75% -0,61% -0,47% -0,37% -0,28% -0,23%

Avg. net operating assets 2.262      1.848      2.019      1.973      2.082      2.196      2.286      2.379      2.433                    
Assets turnover
ratio: 2,4390 2,4390 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739 2,1739
1/Assets turnover ratio 0,41 0,41 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46 0,46

Forecast analysis - turnover (2013-2020) 
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Appendix 11 – Historical development (Vestas share)   
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Appendix 12 – DCF – Best case (2013-2020)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 1.936 2.411 3.828 4.786 6.527 7.732 8.881 9.631 9.922
Change Avg. net operating assets -990 476 1.416 959 1.740 1.205 1.149 751 290

FCF 1.093 -180 -864 -239 -716 30 287 817 1.316

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF 1.006,19 -152,79 -674,18 -171,56 -473,63 18,45 160,74 421,40

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 134,62
Present value of terminalvalue 12.081,23
Enterprise value 12.215,85
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 11.171,53
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 54,84
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 408,57  
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Appendix 13 – EVA – Best case (2013-2020)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
(WACC*Net operating assets) 252 167 208 330 413 563 667 766 831

EVA -149 128 344 390 611 672 769 802 775

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF -137,60 108,87 268,28 279,84 403,87 408,79 430,67 413,39

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 2.176,11
Present value of terminalvalue 7.114,21
Enterprise value 12.215,85
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 11.171,53
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 54,84
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 408,57  
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Appendix 14 – DCF – Base case (2013-2020)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.042 2.266 2.889 3.507 4.005 4.576 5.152 5.667 5.813
Change Avg. net operating assets -883 223 624 618 498 571 576 516 146

FCF 931 -96 -398 -235 52 74 165 176 567

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF 856,78 -81,67 -310,27 -168,64 34,30 44,93 92,25 90,69

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 558,37
Present value of terminalvalue 4.824,22
Enterprise value 5.382,59
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 4.338,27
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 21,30
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 158,66  
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Appendix 15 – EVA – Base case (2013-2020)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
(WACC*Net operating assets) 252 176 196 249 303 346 395 445 489

EVA -205 -49 30 134 247 299 346 247 223

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF -188,60 -41,79 23,75 96,00 163,16 181,95 193,68 127,40

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 555,56
Present value of terminalvalue 1.901,51
Enterprise value 5.382,59
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 4.338,27
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 21,30
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 158,66  
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Appendix 16 - DCF – Worst case (2013-2020)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.262 1.848 2.019 1.973 2.082 2.196 2.286 2.379 2.433
Change Avg. net operating assets -664 -413 171 -46 108 114 89 93 54

FCF 601 340 -201 14 -136 -137 -108 -108 -67

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF 553,36 288,50 -157,17 9,96 -89,87 -83,35 -60,48 -55,62

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 405,33
Present value of terminalvalue -541,25
Enterprise value -135,92
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.180,24
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -5,79
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -43,16  
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Appendix 17 - EVA – Worst case (2013-2020)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
(WACC*Net operating assets) 252 195 159 174 170 180 190 197 205

EVA -315 -268 -190 -206 -198 -202 -208 -212 -218

Discounting factor 0,920556 0,847423 0,780101 0,718126 0,661076 0,608557 0,560211 0,515706
Present value of FCF -290,26 -227,19 -147,98 -148,28 -130,75 -123,03 -116,62 -109,24

WACC 8,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 -1.293,35
Present value of terminalvalue -1.768,09
Enterprise value -135,92
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.180,24
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -5,79
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -43,16  
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Appendix 18 - DCF – Best case – WACC + 1% (2013-202 0)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 1.936 2.411 3.828 4.786 6.527 7.732 8.881 9.631 9.922
Change Avg. net operating assets -990 476 1.416 959 1.740 1.205 1.149 751 290

FCF 1.093 -180 -864 -239 -716 30 287 817 1.316

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,631470 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF 997,01 -150,01 -655,89 -165,39 -452,42 17,46 150,75 391,62

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 133,13
Present value of terminalvalue 9.530,41
Enterprise value 9.663,53
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 8.619,21
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 42,31
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 315,23  
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Appendix 19 - EVA – Best case – WACC + 1% (2013-202 0)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
(WACC*Net operating assets) 282 186 232 369 461 629 745 855 928

EVA -179 109 320 351 563 606 691 713 678

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,63147 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF -163,03 90,78 242,71 243,27 355,56 349,32 363,29 341,61

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 1.823,52
Present value of terminalvalue 4.914,49
Enterprise value 9.663,53
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 8.619,21
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 42,31
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 315,23  
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Appendix 20 - DCF – Base case – WACC + 1% (2013-202 0)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.042 2.266 2.889 3.507 4.005 4.576 5.152 5.667 5.813
Change Avg. net operating assets -883 223 624 618 498 571 576 516 146

FCF 931 -96 -398 -235 52 74 165 176 567

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,63147 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF 848,96 -80,19 -301,86 -162,58 32,76 42,53 86,52 84,28

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 550,44
Present value of terminalvalue 3.848,00
Enterprise value 4.398,43
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 3.354,11
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 16,47
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 122,67  
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Appendix 21 - EVA – Base case – WACC + 1% (2013-202 0)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
(WACC*Net operating assets) 282 197 218 278 338 386 441 496 546

EVA -234 -70 8 105 212 259 300 196 167

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,63147 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF -213,56 -58,03 5,91 72,55 133,70 149,15 157,60 93,71

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 341,04
Present value of terminalvalue 1.131,88
Enterprise value 4.398,43
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 3.354,11
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 16,47
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 122,67  
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Appendix 22 - DCF – Worst case – WACC + 1% (2013-20 20)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.262 1.848 2.019 1.973 2.082 2.196 2.286 2.379 2.433
Change Avg. net operating assets -664 -413 171 -46 108 114 89 93 54

FCF 601 340 -201 14 -136 -137 -108 -108 -67

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,63147 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF 548,32 283,26 -152,91 9,60 -85,85 -78,89 -56,72 -51,69

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 415,12
Present value of terminalvalue -434,50
Enterprise value -19,38
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.063,70
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -5,22
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -38,90  
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Appendix 23 - EVA – Worst case – WACC + 1% (2013-20 20)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
(WACC*Net operating assets) 282 218 178 194 190 200 212 220 229

EVA -345 -291 -208 -227 -218 -223 -230 -235 -241

Discounting factor 0,912159 0,832034 0,758948 0,692281 0,63147 0,576001 0,525405 0,479253
Present value of FCF -314,30 -241,88 -158,00 -156,92 -137,36 -128,44 -120,91 -112,47

WACC 9,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 -1.370,28
Present value of terminalvalue -1.574,62
Enterprise value -19,38
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.063,70
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -5,22
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -38,90  
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Appendix 24 - DCF – Best case – WACC - 1% (2013-202 0)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 1.936 2.411 3.828 4.786 6.527 7.732 8.881 9.631 9.922
Change Avg. net operating assets -990 476 1.416 959 1.740 1.205 1.149 751 290

FCF 1.093 -180 -864 -239 -716 30 287 817 1.316

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,643280 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF 1.015,53 -155,64 -693,14 -178,03 -496,05 19,50 171,49 453,76

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 137,43
Present value of terminalvalue 15.826,88
Enterprise value 15.964,32
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 14.920,00
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 73,24
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 545,66  
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Appendix 25 - EVA – Best case – WACC - 1% (2013-202 0)  
Best 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Termina l period
Total operating profit 103 296 552 720 1.024 1.235 1.436 1.568 1.606
(WACC*Net operating assets) 223 148 184 292 365 498 590 678 735

EVA -120 148 368 428 659 737 846 890 871

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,64328 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF -111,69 127,61 295,17 318,91 456,13 474,10 505,68 494,45

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 3,01%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 2.560,35
Present value of terminalvalue 10.478,45
Enterprise value 15.964,32
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 14.920,00
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 73,24
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 545,66  
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Appendix 26 - DCF – Base case – WACC - 1% (2013-202 0)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.042 2.266 2.889 3.507 4.005 4.576 5.152 5.667 5.813
Change Avg. net operating assets -883 223 624 618 498 571 576 516 146

FCF 931 -96 -398 -235 52 74 165 176 567

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,64328 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF 864,74 -83,20 -319,00 -175,00 35,92 47,50 98,42 97,66

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 567,04
Present value of terminalvalue 6.221,77
Enterprise value 6.788,81
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 5.744,49
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 28,20
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 210,09  
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Appendix 27 - EVA – Base case – WACC - 1% (2013-202 0)  
Base 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit 48 127 226 383 549 645 741 692 712
(WACC*Net operating assets) 223 156 173 220 268 306 349 393 432

EVA -176 -29 53 163 282 339 391 299 280

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,64328 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF -163,17 -24,94 42,59 121,15 195,16 218,10 233,98 165,79

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,57%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 788,67
Present value of terminalvalue 3.074,62
Enterprise value 6.788,81
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value 5.744,49
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR 28,20
Value per share in DKK (7.45) 210,09  
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Appendix 28 - DCF – Worst case – WACC - 1% (2013-20 20)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
Avg. net operating assets 2.926 2.262 1.848 2.019 1.973 2.082 2.196 2.286 2.379 2.433
Change Avg. net operating assets -664 -413 171 -46 108 114 89 93 54

FCF 601 340 -201 14 -136 -137 -108 -108 -67

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,64328 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF 558,51 293,89 -161,59 10,33 -94,12 -88,11 -64,52 -59,89

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Present value of FCF, year 1-8 394,48
Present value of terminalvalue -691,87
Enterprise value -297,38
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.341,70
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -6,59
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -49,07  
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Appendix 29 - EVA – Worst case – WACC - 1% (2013-20 20)  
Worst 2012 2013E 2014E 2015E 2016E 2017E 2018E 2019E 2020E Terminal period
Total operating profit -63 -73 -30 -32 -27 -23 -19 -15 -12
(WACC*Net operating assets) 223 173 141 154 151 159 168 174 182

EVA -286 -245 -171 -186 -178 -181 -186 -189 -194

Discounting factor 0,929109 0,863244 0,802047 0,745189 0,692362 0,64328 0,597677 0,555307
Present value of FCF -265,78 -211,91 -137,32 -138,82 -123,28 -116,66 -111,29 -104,93

WACC 7,63%
Growth rate (terminal period) 2,29%

Avg. net operating assets 2926
Present value of FCF, year 1-8 -1.209,99
Present value of terminalvalue -2.012,92
Enterprise value -297,38
Net financial liabilities 1.044,32
Shareholder value -1.341,70
Number of shares 203.704.103
Value per share in EUR -6,59
Value per share in DKK (7.45) -49,07  
 

 


